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FROM THE MISCREANT
There's one line 1 remember above the rest trom

CUnt Eastwood's "In the Line of Fire." Eastwood is a

Secret Service agent talking to a would-be presidential

assassin played byJohn Malkovich. Eastwood, pumping

the arch-villain for information, tries to get him to talk

about his life and asks, "So what's your story?"

Malkovich's simple reply: "It's an epic saga."

That's how I feel about our odyssey to produce an

entirely new breed of student publication at

Guilford.. .it's an epic saga. No two ways about it. Like

Odysseus, we have been long delayed in our

homecoming, our moment ofvindication. For venturing

out to conquer new territory for the good of the people,

we have seemingly invited the scorn of the gods, have

been tossed about in the roiling sea ofGuilford politics.

We have withstood the noisy leviathan with a one-

eyed view of what a yearbook can be. We have made

passage through the Scylla of the full senate and the

Charybdis of budget committee. I personally have

listened, fastened to the mast by a dedicated staff, to the

sweet siren call of May and life after Guilford. Some of

our party didn't make it, diverted from their destination

like Odysseus' men turned by Circe into pigs. Others

ha\e joined us, bringing many strengths to the group.

With any luck, the efforts of this group, beginning

with this first issue of The Quaker, will help cure some

Guilfordians of their cyclopean nature. Odysseus

plucked the eye from his monocular foe. Here is one

significant dissimilarity between his journey and ours.

We hope to provide our Cyclopes, however imperfectly,

with additional eyes, new modes for envisioning the

possibilities that lie virtually untapped at Guilford in

the way ot student publications.

Josh Lewis
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r V O Bates' Last Call. . . just in case your memories ofthe night are a Uttle

hazy, a look hack at the roUicking and froUcking that sent Bates out with a

hang, i Z Generation X... who are we? what do we want? Why are

we here? And furthermore, who cares? Z^T* DISSECTION... Few clear-cut

solutions in this arena of ethical

:ontroversy at Guilford. JO StUDY AbROAD. .

.

\nything hut, from Mexico to Eastern Europe to

lapan. l^ VOLLEYBALL... The women win

ODAC, despite fans

sporting dismemheredvolleyhalls on their heads. i\J RANDOM

Pics... Women's underwear.

Innovative bowling, Guilford trash.

Feline antidepressant drugs, &. More.



AAISS
GAY
AMERICA!
and a host of other femmes fatales, dazzled and delighted onlookers at a

Union-sponsored drag show held this fall during Pride Week.
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[Clockwise from far left] Slithering

across the stage, one dancer

amazingly resembles Madonna.

Tiffany Bonet, Miss Gay

Amenca 1992, lights up the stage

electric pink. In one number,

Tiffany Bonet shocks the

audience with her impersonation

of Tina Turner. "Madonna"

returns, flitting around the stage

with her partner in another dance

routine. Surrounded by

performers in the makeup room

before the performance are

Guilford students Isabelle

Lutterodt and Ivana George.

Photos courtesy of Wade Alexander & PDQ
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[Clockwise] Elaine Brigham struts

her "proverbial" stuff later claiming

not to have been aware of the

camera. Fiona Morgan and

Meiina Bioomtield Abigail

Blosser digs into a birthday pacl<age

from home, sitting on the Founders

steps with Beth Williams

[Opposite) Steve Grimes and

Natalie Grill seem happy to get out

of class in Hege Cox.
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Eva Hughes, Megan Gulp, Dana Powell and

Reba Behrman vogue for the camera at

Bates' last hoorah, the Debutante Ball.

(Below) Steve Smack hoists a cool one

during the night's festivities.
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When the inspector passed final judgement on the Bates Motel, not just

a house, but a Guilford tradition found itself condemned. Aaron T Bohn

recounts the night of rollicking debauchery that was Bates'

\mim
he party was winding down to

d ciuse when I heard the sound of

spUtting wood coming from the next

room. I entered and discovered

several guys ripping away at the nearly

century-old paneling with pine

'shelves they had torn from the

•opposite wall. This looked like fun

to me, an observation no doubt

influenced by the several potent

drinks I had consumed earlier

—

drinks with names like "winky dinky"

and "Nyquil sleeper."

I quickly joined the fray, taking

great delight in removing part of a

, solid wall and exposing the plastering

on the other side. The next logical

-•*^- -.

seemed to be the

removal of this layer as well, and so in a matter of seconds a

The setting for the destructive event was 703 Francis King

Street, betterknown to Guilford College students as the Bates

Motel. It is rumored that it will be torn down, so the damage

from that night will certainly be erased when the bulldozers

get to work with much more power than was generated by a

I

bunch of drunks armed with blunt objects.

For me, this final act of vandalism served as a somewhat

fitting farewell to a house that had seen quite a bit of

' The Quaker, 1994, No. 1

debauchery in the past few years, much of which 1 had

witnessed both as a regular party-goer and as a one-time

resident.

1 first became acquainted with Bates Motel in August of

1990, my second weekend in Greensboro. The event was the

"Welcome Weekend Bash" and it proved to be quite an

introduction to the world of Guilford's off-campus social

gatherings.

Being a naive 18 year-old kid away from home for the first

time, it didn't occur to me at the time that anyone actually

lived there. I guess I thought the place existed solely for the



massive parties like the one that night. Although people

uvre living there, a first-time observer could be excused for

not recognizing that fact. The house definitely looked like

no residence I'd ever seen before.

The front porch of the duplex, which was divided many
years ago into an "A" side and a "B" side, was sagging and

a hole had been covered with a sheet of particle board.

Inside, the living room of the "B" side was sparsely

furnished with a torn old sofa and a very unusual coffee

table made of plexiglass. The clear surfaces of this table

revealed that it was stuffed with dry-rotted upholstery

foam, candy wrappers, old newspapers, and other assorted

trash.

Battling the throng at the front door, Bob-Chuck

Charles-Liscombe pushes his way past host Carl

Beehler and into the party.

A mysterious garbage can, which occupied a back corni:

was half-full of a fimny-smelling liquid which, as I lat

found out, seeped from a hole in the toilet drain above. T

wallpaper was peeling, revealing surfaces badly in need

paint, and one entire wall was covered with a giant billboa

that once advertised cigarettes to interstate motorists,

one corner near the kitchen, phone numbers were writt(

directly on the wall.

The house looked as if it should have been condemn(

many years earlier, but people had managed to keep

going as one of the premier party locations in the Guilfo

College area.

On the night of that first party I attended in 195

It didn't occur to me at the time that

anyone actually //Ved there.

hundreds of students crowded into the house and yarc

leaving little space unoccupied. Getting beer from the ke

was a battle; throngs of drinkers pushed theirway forwar

to get another cup of some exc[uisite malted beveragi

which I believe was Milwaukee's Best.

I had managed only to get through the line twice befor

the Greensboro police showed up in full force to put an en

to the evening's festivities. A total of nine police cars, som
with blue lights spinning, were on the scene to ensure the

the crowd dispersed. It wouldn't be the last time I woul
see the men and women in blue coming to break things u{

though fortunately they never were called during the fou

months when 1 was a Bates Motel resident.

Megan Vaughan and

Laura DeBlois grab a little

sitdown and take a break

from the more frenetic

festivities.

(Opposite) Luisa

Constanza seems really

happy to have been

stamped and let into the

party.
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Getting beer from the keg was a battle; throngs of drinkers pushed their

lA/ay forward to get another cup of some exquisite malted beverage, which

I believe was Milwaukee's Best.

In May of 1 992, the need for affordable summer housing

?d me and a roommate to take up residence in the historic

Id house. The price was right, since we were wilhng to

ve in a decaying building with bad plumbing and no heat.

250 per month was the rent for our "A" side of the house.

This fine abode consisted of a living room, dining room,

itchen, enclosed porch, and a large foyer on the first floor,

lus two bedrooms and a bath on the second floor. With a

ttle cleaning, it didn't look nearly as bad as the image I

ad always associated with the name "Bates Motel".

Still, everyday living is quite different from weekend
artying. During the time that I lived there, I discovered

le many sometimes amusing, sometimes annoying little

lings that come with the territory.

One such frustrating experience occurred one night

during a party when the toilet on our "A" side of the house

overflowed. The horrible mess came through the ceiling

and rained on the TV and VCR in the living room below.

Fortunately, I got into the room in time to move them out

of the way-before they were damaged.
Before I did, however, a neo-hippie girl in the room who

saw the incident unfold rushed over and saved a Jerry

Garcia Band tape that was on top of the TV. She left my
appliances in the line of fire, but feverishly dried the

cassette with the passion an art curator might invest in

protecting a Picasso or a Van Gogh. The damn tape was
neither mine nor hers, nor was I sure whose it was. It had

just somehow ended up with my belongings.

After moving out in August 1992, I returned to being

one of the many people who flocked over to Francis King

Street for the frequent festivities that continued

to take place at the infamous Bates. I was there

when a drunken guest caused the front steps

to collapse by jumping on them.

One particularly out-of-control night, I

witnessed furniture being flung from the front

porch into the yard. Also, last Halloween,

several students (including myself)

participated in a haunted house which involved

converting the by-then vacant "B" side into a

labyrinth of spray-painted chambers. During

its final year, the house fell further into decay,

and it finally suffered the same fate that also

befell the nearby Yellow House

—

condemnation by the city of Greensboro.

The Bates Motel had unfortunately been on

a collision course with the reality of the

landlord's apathy and the city's housing

standards for years. It was condemned and
ordered vacated by the end ofSeptember 1 993.

The farewell "Debutante Ball" was attended

by hundreds of students, eager for one final

blowout at one of the last remaining "Guilford

Houses."

It came to a conclusion with the destruction

of the wall separating the two sides. Actually,

the party had already wound down an hour or

so earlier, as the majority of people had left

after another visit from the Greensboro police.

It was most likely the officers' last call to 703

Francis King Street.

The Quaker, 1994, No. 1 II
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/Welcome
to t±ie

i N SEVEN YEARS the twentieth century

will come to its historic end.

One hundred years that saw the rapid

expansion ofeverything from fascism to television

will hend softly into the past and the whole of

humanity will hold its breath and whisper, "What

next?"

Well, boys and girls, those of you just out of

high school, those of you just now legal drinkers,

those of you just out of college or on the brink of

grad school—we are next. Our generation, this

"X" age group of 18- to 2 5 -year-olds, will inherit

the new century in but seven short years.

The waiting will be over, the torch will be

passed to the children ofthe television generation

as our parents slip off into old age. We will

become the masters of the world's fate. As fun as

it may sound to you and me, this scares the hell

out of a lot of people.

There's a difference in this generation, it is

true, a difference many see as the end of History's

means, the apocalypse of our predecessors'

constant and unguarded advance. Perhaps, many

fear, we are the curtain by which Time is planning

to make its only and final exit.

Under many names the age group of those 1

8

to 25 has been labeled and categorized in recent

years but the one that has lasted beyond the rest,

and now seems to have become our epitaph, is the

ominous title GENERATION X.



And what does the world think of when

it thinks of the phrase Generation X?

Judging by recent articles in Time,

Newsweek, the Washington Post, Rolling

Stone, and television news broadcasts such

as 20/20 and the CBS Nightly News, the

members of Generation X can briefly be

described as ignorant, jobless, nihilistic,

apathetic morons who possess little if any

knowledge ofthe past and even less interest

in the future.

Whoa. That is indeed very bad, and on

a torch-passing basis, very scary. But is it

true?... better yet, is it true at Guilford?

last three summers seeing the North

American continent. Last summer he

went west. 1 asked him what he's seen, if

the folks his age are apathetic, jobless, and

ignorant.

"1 don'tknow about that," he mumbles,

looking down and running his hand

through his tousseled hair. "I've seen a lot

of people, but 1 can't say they were

apathetic. 1 can't tell you any of them

were ignorant."

"Why did you go out there?" 1 ask.

"I don't know... to see things I guess.

We were bored, 1 thought it'd be fun."

"Well, what does that mean?," asked

one student when 1 proposed to him that

he was inextricably tied to a sinking-fast

historical group who might he the

harbingers of the end of time. "I've never

heard that before," he said slowly.

This student is a junior at our small

private school. He has watched the old

1 lak tree byNew Garden fall and witnessed

the Quaker football team dive from

division champions to, well, losing back-

to-back homecoming games. He spent his

"What about home?"

He looks at me surprised: confused tor

a moment.

"Home?" A dusty, relaxed sort of smile

cuts across his stubbled face. "WTiere the

hell is that?"

"Where do you feel comfortable.'"

The smile recedes. "Um, 1 guess that's

why we keep going, you know? I've seen

almost every state now, 1 think. I've seen

a whole, whole lot. But maybe, I don't

know," he looks away, laughs briefly at

himself "Maybe that's the problem. A

the places we go, some part of it you can

break through," he says. "No matter what

to a certain extent, it always feels lil

television. Like we're watching televisio:

Is that what you're talking about?"

From our collective inception, we ha\

been more aware than any generatic

before us. Our parents watched Lee Harvi

Oswald shot on live TV. We watche

three hours of high-voltage, dramat

movie-making which reworked the enti

Kennedy assassination into a better-thai

average mystery involving flat ar

unknowable figures we are to

were once real living people

When closely examine'

our world seems some sort

puppet show where sewn dol

play the parts of heroes lor

dead while the monsters, ve

much alive and kicking, st

play themselves.

We have been raised by pr

fabricated idols who c

nothing—fight, win, or ev€

die. Our generation watcht

one of the oldest presiden

ever elected shot in tl

midsection and soon recove

Our parents watched tl

youngest president evi

elected shot in the head ar

die. The most powerful imag

look just as tall, strong, sma

and good-looking as imag

always have. The difference

we seem to have always know

they were just and only that-

images.

For Generation X, the re

drama seems to forever be in the past. O
parents lived when giants like Lenno

Hendrix, and Kennedy walked the eart

Our grandparents fought wars against tl

devil himself while Sinatra sang for the

and Groucho clowned for them. O
great-grandparents ruled the shii

glamorous world ofJay Gatsby, Paris beto

the war, and flappers. We, on the oth

hand, have Tom Cruise, Saddam Hussei

and the Simpsons.

Ours is a world that suddenly and f

14 The Quaker, 1994, No. 1



Is OUR GENERATION LOST,

caught up between our misguided

collective social conscience, our

self-pity, ourexistentialangst, our

worry over a sagging economy

and a lack of decent jobs?

Have we come to rely on

loud, screaming non-musical

musicians and dumb cartoon

ichare ters to be our saviors?

i We love our deafening stereo

isystems, hi-ti televisions,

loverpowered computers, high-

jtech video games, the futuristic

[wonderland of virtual reality, the

quick fixes of fax machines and

information networks.

But have we forgotten how

to read a good book (except the

assignments we wait until the last

minute to conquer)?

When we move on, will we

take the time to know who our

neighbors are? If so, will we give

a damn about them or will we be

too wrapped up in worrying about

the latest news update on some

pther intangible nonsense?

Once we figure out the

metaphysical and epistemelogical

basis of all life and of the universe

itself, what will we do then? Go

nome and sulk while trying to

'igure out which one of our 500

t.v. channels to veg on? Order a

Dizza and drink a six-pack?

Bob Bullock

the first time in histdry seems finite and

easily used up. Once, Lucy Van Pelt could

look towards the hill at the end of her

neighborhood,wonder who lived on the

other side and dream of the day she would

go there. Today we already know. The
Other Side is on the news on CNN, on
MTV. The other side is Waco, Texas, the

former Soviet Union, a rainforest or the

surface of the moon.

"I don't think much about that, about

tomorrow," a first-year student tells me.

"You just try and survive. It's something

you do on a day-to-day basis. I mean, I

haven't forsaken anything— I don't think

of it like I've given up on the world, just,

I have to get where I'm going before I can

try and move anything or anyone else."

"So 'tomorrow' is a weekly term. You
don't think about the future."

She grimaces and looks at me as though

hcreyes. "No, Klon't know when. I don't

think any of us do."

Tomorrow and the other side are things

this new generation knows too well. We
know what the weather will be like, what

the clothes will be like, what the music

will sound like, what the food will taste

like, and what the beautiful things will

smell like.

This monotony of the expected is sure

to end. ..and then what? Tomorrow does

not scare us or intimidate us. Tomorrow
bores us. But the day after tomorrow?

Guilford College is inl:)Eed a liberal

place. It seems at times, to those of

moderate or conservative persuasions,

almost militantly liberal.

"People here define themselves by what

they believe," a sophomore tells me in the

midst of a party. "They realize all at once

Look, I believe in the future, don't say or write that I

don't. I believe in tomorrow and all that. But those

are things that aren't mine yet, you know? Not mine

to handle or influence.

I'm trying to trap her into something.

She throws at me a very suspicious look,

a defensive look.

"Look, I believe in the future, don't say

or write that I don't. I believe in tomorrow

and all that. But those are things that

aren't mine yet, you know? Not mine to

handle or influence."

"When will they be?," I ask.

"I don't know. I know where it is,

though. I mean, it's like, I know where to

go, exactly what to do if I want to help

things. We all, everyone I mean, know
what to do. It's all over the place: MTV,
magazines, Greenpeace and all that. I

think most people know what to do."

"But it's just not time yet?," 1 ask.

"Right."

"And you have no idea when that time

will he.'"

She looks down into her hands. Her
hair falls into her face so that I can't see

upon arriving: 'Oh my, what an intellectual

place this Guilford is! Oh my, what a

politically proactive campus this is!' Well
that's bullshit."

"The students here—and I've been to

other schools and they're pseudo-

intellectual there too, just in different,

more honest ways—Guilford students only

seem to know their own developing

personality by whatever cause they've

chosen from the millions to hold up," he

continues.

"I'll tell you its a damned shame the

information age ever infected the

Democratic party. It cheapens the whole

thing and forces unsure and self- important

youth like the typical college student to

wear ribbons everywhere and jump from

bandwagon to bandwagon, screaming

madly at each stop till they've worn out

[Continued on p. 20]

The Quaker, 1994, No. 1
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RE: Response to your response regarding

our request to print Beavis & Butthead

artwork in an upcoming issue of The Quaker

Dear Richard,

This sucks

.

Sincerely,
The Quaker Yearbook

Guilford College
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THE

EXPERIENCE
WE JOIN BEAVIS AND HIS BEST-FRIEND BUTTHEAD ASTHEYARE

WATCHING A CULTURE CLUB VIDEO. IT IS ONE OF THE "OLD

SHOWS/THE VINTAGE B^B, THE VIDEO IS "KARMA CHAMELEON"

AND THE BOYS STARE ATTHE SCREEN WITH THEIR NOW-FAMOUS

LOOKS OF OBLIVION. BOTH ARE APPARENTLY BAFFLED BYTHE

VIDEO'S COSTUMED CHARACTERS.

3UTTHEAD; Hey, Beavis. Is this,

, in the future ?

3EAVIS: Yeah! The future sucks!

ange it, Butthead! Change it!

3UTTHEAD: I'm pretty cool, Beavis.

: I can't change the future,

rhey laugh and we laugh at them.

;ryone laughs and everyone agrees: this

ery funny. Some, though, don't laugh

te as loud. At times, these viewers

ncringe. Who are these boys, they ask.

10 are they representing? What's

ind their insanely incoherent apathy?

lat does Beavis and Butthead mean?

These are undoubtedly good questions

1 maybe even remarkably important

;s. Was it not Frederick Nietzsche who
1 that civilizations in their golden ages

ipose tragedies and comedies in their

line ? Is Beavis and Butthead a hallmark

of the United States' decline. Western

Civilization's decline or just MTV's
decline?

These questions are quickly answered

by the chorus of fans:

"Shut-up."

Okay, well, let's just try and watch the

show. Maybe, being mindless, these two

new superstars will also be harmless.

Still, there are the whispers from

teachers, day-care center workers: "You

know, children are watching this stuff."

Then the picture emerges: young kids

watching as our heroes shave cats, drink

paint thinner, make hairspray cans into

blowtorches, steal cars and help knock-

over convenience stores. An 18-year-old

may have read Nietzsche but has an 8-

year-old? And even without the history,

the philosophy, we know why we laugh;

we went to high school with Beavis and

Butthead. They were in our driver's ed

class. But why—why on earth does the 8-

year-old laugh?

Once again, though, we catch ourselves

intellectualizing an MTV cartoon which

uses phrases like "bung-hole", "ass-munch"

and "don't make me beat you like a red-

headed stepchild."

After all, in Esquire magazine's recent

60th anniversary issue a list of 60 reasons

to go on living appeared in the back with

reason #44 reading: "Beavis and Butthead

are not representative ofWestern Culture's

decline but are rather, deft para-critiques

of Western Culture's decline."

So what's all the fuss about? If Beavis

and Butthead are idiots, perhaps that

means we're idiots, but there's humor in

idiocy—great belly-aching, hysterical

HKaEia



BEAVIS&BUHHEAD

[cont.fromp. 17] humor. And if the

choices are idealistic maturity and

sobriety or nihilistic helly-aching

bliss, who would not quit their job to

stay home all day and laugh at Beavis

and Butthead?

Recently, a 5-year-old boy inOhio

set fire to his family's mobile home.

His 2-year-old sister perished in the

flames, and even though no one, it

seems, has talked to the boy—and in

spite of the incidental information

provided by many major news
sources, among them PeterJennings,

that the mobile home was not

equipped with cable—MTV's Beavis

and Butthead have been blamed.

Also recently a Senate committee

heard testimony from television

executives and the United States

Attorney General, among others,

on the giant dilemma of violence on

TV. The incident in Ohio was

mentioned and although it was

greatly amusing to hear Sen. Paul

Simon say the word "Butthead" in

his low lurch-like voice, the hearings

ended with the ominous feeling that

if television did not soon regulate

itself to Congress' liking, Congress

would regulate for them.

Why does the 8-year-old laugh?

The 8-year-old sees his older brother

when he watches Beavis and
Butthead. The child does not watch

the cartoon to learn tricks of

pyromania. The child will not watch

to learn violence.

The 8-year-old laughs because he

sees Senators Paul Simon and Bob
Dole and six million people who
have neverowned a television killing

each other in Somalia, Haiti and

Bosnia. He laughs out loud when
Beavis and Butthead talk ofthe future

because children don't often doubt

the future and it seems silly to them
that adults so often do.

The 8-year-old laughs because

Beavis and Butthead are stupid, not

funny.

Perhaps the 8-year-old laughs

loudest of all.

COLLEGE CHANGES PEOPl
Even at a liberal institution, pressure fn,

those around us reinforces many qualiti

and criticizes others. Somewhere alq

the way, a new set of ideals replaces t

ones we arrived with.

Several ofthe changes are sudden, wh
many are deeper and take longer

develop. In this whirlwind of ideologi

stagnation is impossible. College is

cocoon where we bend into a new bea

The freedom of not living at home a

the exposure to new ideas are the cau

tor many of the initial changes. Ma
times this initial transformation is simj

external. Guys grow their hair out

pierce their ears because they alwi

wanted to. Women dye their hair, sha

it off, or walk around in clothes that d

would probably complain about.

L~)eeper rooted changes are as commc
A quiet, young girl becomes an a\

feminist almost overnight. A meat \o^

sees the vegetarian light and renouro

his former life. Tons of fresh experiero

greet the newcomer.

More subtle forces inflect our behav:

in less pronounced ways. Some folks r

talked to swear that this bastion of lihe

ideas has swung their thinking more

the right. 1 can attest to this.

1 grew up in one of those conservati'i

religious households, where we went J

church every week and for entertainme

we destroyed animal crackers with .2'.

Lucky for me, 1 had read enoughN ietzsc

and Descartes to have some semblance

balance in my thinking.

But when 1 arrived at Guilford, i

temperament took and unexpected swi

east, and 1 found myself talking like i

grandfather, listening to Rush Limbauf

and pressing the straight-ticket Republic

button in last year's elections.

BY ANDY HOWELL



How, at a place like Guilford, can

meone become more conservative? For

it was a simple response. Once during

,' first year, I went out to eat with a group

im school, when in walked a bunch of

d women, decked out in furs,

ersonally, I think people start to look

e Chewhacca when they wear those

ings, so I can see wearing them if you

mted to look like him. Chewbacca is

5tty cool.)

Suddenly, this Guilford student raises

im our table and tells those fur wearers

out the horrors of mink farming and

imal rights and so on. She bombarded

:her than persuaded, and probably

ned the ladies' dinner. This absence of

ipect for others shocked me, and 1

eered at the lack of tact. After many
isodes like these, 1 lost sight of that

ddle ground.

intellectual friends came to me with

questions like, "Does God really need your

worship to teed his ego?" or "I'll bet you

think it's a sin to be gay." To which I

answered, "Leave me alone," and "No,"

respectively. After enough of this type of

stimulus, I wrapped myselfin conservatism.

The response to this sort of liberal

behavior is more often reciprocated, but

there is always a response. People who in

high school were considered strange

because they think that women aren't

treated as well as they should be, or that

homosexuals should have more rights, or

that we shouldn't eat as many Chaquita

bananas, find Guilford a safe haven to

express their ideas, and go nuts.

If there's a minority or a special interest,

it's probably represented at Guilford. It

seems like we should have all the world's

problems solved with all the organized

Guilford is a nexus wliere thoughts are juxtaposed,

deologies l(iss off one another lil<e billard balls,

changing each other's directions at each meeting. To

an unprepared soul, this experience is like being

stuck in the middle of the Ocean City bumper cars,

)lindfolded.

One evening last year, 1 was standing

the Binford steps having one of those

ep talks with a few friends. One guy was

oting Sartre, while I quoted scripture,

vas a strange incongruity. Before long,

rd got out to my peers that 1 spent four

irs in a religious boarding school, and

It I have some pretty deep religious

nvictions.

Soon after, my free-thinking

groups on campus. In this instance, the

change is a progression in the same

direction, instead ofa pivot the other way.

A slew of social forces pushes us in one

direction or the other. The wall of

politically correct doublespeak common
to any college campus stirs up constant

debate in the Guilfordian's letters page.

Still, many professors spill red ink on

papers that use words like "mankind." We

talk in classes using nicely vague terms

like "oppression" and "ethnocentricism,"

until we seem to have intellectualized

ourselves out of touch with reality. Some
snicker at the more passionate

representatives of whatever minority, be

they homosexual, religious, or feminist.

During class discussions, students

expressing ideas considered either

reactionary or radical are ganged up on or

simply dismissed, resulting in few getting

to hear a certain viewpoint. At this place,

one is expected be liberal, but only

moderately so.

The French have an expression, "Our

hearts are on our left, but our pocket books

on our right." As graduation approaches,

seniors put aside many ofthe revolutionary

ideas accumulated in college. Social mores

demand this. Few jobs are given to

graduates with long hair and nose rings, so

many leave college looking like Mom and

Dad. Graduates find themselves looking

up the barrel of the real world, and realism

replaces their dreaming.

Can one go through college without

transforming? Guilford is a nexus where

thoughts are juxtaposed. Ideologies kiss

off one another like billiard balls, changing

each other's directions at each meeting.

To an unprepared soul, this experience is

like being stuck in the middle of the

Ocean City bumper cars, blindfolded.

One can attempt to nimbly dodge

opposing viewpoints, truly an amusing

prospect at Guilford, or unsling his beliefs,

and take his opponents head on. In either

instance, a change in direction is

unavoidable.

So what can you do? Listen to Elvis,

play some Street Fighter, watch a few Van
Damme movies, and try not to wonder

what Guilford's turning you into. It works

for this redneck.
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Nintendo
no generation would be X without it

There is a perfectly good reason whyJay Dillon has

two television sets stacked in his room. Jay, a

sophomore resident of English Hall, explains that on

one TV he can't play Nintendo and on the other he

can't watch TV. Naturally, then, he needs the two of

them. What isn't clear is why he often runs them both

at the same time.

Presumably, it's because he long ago mastered the

Super Mario Brothers 1, 2, and 3, in addition to

Super Mario World and other electronic cartridge

wonderlands he has purchased.

What then becomes unclear is why he and other

Nintendo afficionados keep on playing.

"This is the essence of Guilford, Or at least the

essence of English Hall," Jay says.



Generation X
^oni. from p. 15] their collective voice

id used up the genuine interest they

ight have had in actual change."

He throws back his head and finishes

I bottle of beer.

"Well, what about you?," I ask quietly.

Vhere does all that leave you?"

His face recedes for a moment into the

/irling party's many shadows and then

'. leans forward to me, close, so that he

in whisper into my ear.

'When we learn too much we die," he

hispers in a deep faraway voice, and

ans back to the way he was before.

Jietzsche said that. AndN ietische knew

lat the hell he was talking about.

Can't you see? They're only so many
jys history can go," he says. "In the last

years we've been using up those

)ssible ways at a blindingly terminal

eed." He reaches into the cooler on

e floor next to him and lifts out another

er. "It won't be long now."

"So you really just don't care anymore."

His face tightens. "Oh I care, I care. It

thers me, 1 won't lie. And to tell you the

jth, I only talk about it this honestly

len I'm drunk. But I've realized since 1

came here, the most 1 can hope for is to

leave a good-looking corpse, and thatmuch
1 care very much about."

"That's all you care about?"

He leans forward again, though it seems

this time it is for sincerity, not effect. "1

have me. I know that. When all you have

the responsibilities of their time under

the auspices that it just doesn't matter

—

many in the Generation X truly believe.

"You are all a lost generation," Gertrude

Stein told Ernest Hemingway and his

friends in 1926. The children of that age

had participated in the first World War
and had come back feeling as though the

world were too big for them to effectively

handle. Battles were won or lost but the

soldiers never knew whether they were

We are living, this Generation X, in the Information

Age, when reports, news stories and pictures are

delivered to us at the speed of light. Is it possible,

could it be, that the Information can run out?

is one thing, you cling to that thing like a

damned life preserver."

We are living, this Generation X, in

the Information Age, when reports, news

stories and pictures are delivered to us at

the speed ot light. Is it possible, could it

be, that the Information can run out?

We think we can wait, we think it

doesn't matter, and in that, more than

anything else, we are a Generation X.

Where other generations before have

thought similarly—that they could ignore

victors or losers in the end.

This "Lost Generation" had seen too

much. It seemed impossible that any of

them would ever understand their world,

let alone learn to live in it.

Today, we are bombarded by too much
information for any ofus to digest. Previous

generations never had to consider it all

quite like this. The universe was never so

big or so complex.

And unlike Stein's "Lost Generation,"

we do not seem to despair our depravity.

Somewhere long ago modern

humanity gave up any of its

ideas of understanding the

experience in which our

Generation X lives. And now,

with seven years till the end of

the millennium, do we even

u;int to understand?

In seven years, time will

reach the X spot—the 21st

century. A torch will be passed

as it always has been. But the

world can only see it passing

this time into mystery, passing

to children whose questions

seem to them too important to

ask.

Many ofus don't know what
the questions are. Many of us,

too many, don't care.
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[Clockwise from top right] Students get a

taste of the pleasures of class outside in Jack

Zerbe's FYS, The Art of Theatre. Jessica

Speltz Julia Oldham Ready to

volunteer for anything, Bonner Scholars

Amanda Mozgala and Isatta Mead pause on

the steps of Binford. Mark Ferguson takes

time to stop and smell the flowers.
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GUILFORD
BY • JOHN KOOMEN

^M he students stand ready to dissect their specimens

^1 during Zoology lah. The smell of formaldehyde

^1 sears their nostrils as they prepare the specimens.
^™ After the animals are placed

and secured in the dissecting pans, the

students go to work. They slice and snip

away layers of skin, muscle, and connective

tissue with their scalpels and scissors.

Penetrating and removing the outer barriers

ofthe animal, they probe the internal organs

with metal, wood, and occasionally a

prodding, gloved finger.

Dissection is an issue at Guilford College

because many people Hnd that they cannot

dissect for ethical reasons. Some students

question the value ofthe information gained.

Others believe that the information can be

obtained from an alternative to dissection.

Humanity for Animals, a student animal

rights group, supports individuals who object

to dissection. The organization wants

alternatives to dissection to be available to

students and announced during classes.

"We're just asking for students who
conscientiously object to dissection [to be]

offered alternatives, and that they are made

aware of these alternatives," said Carolyn

Howes, a member of the group.

The members of Humanity for Animals

have been struggling to bring attention to the dissection issue

and to try to resolve their conflict with the biology department

faculty. Humanity for Animals made a proposal last year to the

Guilford administration asking for a blanket policy that would

allow for alternatives to dissection. Students would be able to

*DI55[CTION

PROVIDES THE "CUTTING
,

TYPE0FHAND5- INT050ME-

ON LEARNING THING DIDN'T

THAT WE STRIVE TEACH ME

FOR IN OUR WHERE

BIOLOGY EVER^HING

LABORATORIES. WAS, IT WAS

STUDENTS JUSTABIG

RETAIN GLOPPYMESS.

KNOWLEDGE IF I WANTED TO

BETTERTHAN LEARN THE

WHEN POSITION OF

ALTERNATIVES ORGANS, I

ARE USED.' LOOKED ATTHE

DIAGRAMS."

opt for not dissecting without having to go to their professor ai

discuss the issue.

The proposal was unsuccessful in causing any changes

policy but was successful in bringing mc

attention to the issue of dissectic

"[Involvement] on campus was heighten!

People became more aware," said Be

Conrey, the president of Humanity !

Animals.

General Zoology class is the only o

that uses a large number and variety

specimens. A Comparative Anatomy cl

is taught about once every two years tc

small number of students; each pair

students dissects either three or fc

specimens, including a mudpuppy, fish, fr(

and a cat. The Human Anatomy a

Physiology class uses organs, like cow hea

cow livers, sheep brains, and sheep e

supplied by slaughterhouses. Other clas

involve the use ofanimals but not dissectu

"Dissection provides the type of han

on learning that we strive for in our biok

laboratories. Students retain knowlec

better than when alternatives are use

said Lynn Moseley, a biology professor. I

some Zoology students disagree with 1

quality of knowledge gained throi

dissection.

"I did nothing but gross myself out. Cutting into someth

didn't teach me where everything was. It was just a big glo{

mess. If I wanted to learn the position of organs, 1 looked at'

diagrams," said student Louisa Spaventa.

General Zoology classes dissect representative animals h
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the larger phyla of the animal kingdom. Dissections are used to

examine the anatomy and physiology of individual organisms,

as well as to uncover patterns in evolution. "Dissections are

interesting when the animals are unfamiliar to you, and when

you dissect mammals, you can observe many parallels [to

humans]," a General Zoology student said.

Some alternatives can also teach students about anatomy,

physiology, and evolutionary trends. Alternatives to dissection

include videos, models, Biosmount kits (preserved, dissected

specimens), flash cards, and hands-on computer simulations.

Other than computer simulations, the alternatives are cost-

effective; they are more expensive, but they last longer.

According to the current Carolina Biological Supply

catalogue, models and videos cost approximately ten to twenty

times the cost ofspecimens. Computer simulations initially cost

significantly more, even without the added expense of the

computer equipment necessary. Members from Humanity for

Animals claim that over time they also prove cost-effective.

The biology department uses some alternative products to

support dissection in the lab, but they are not used without

dissection. One Zoology student said that she "often referred to

the alternatives as backups." The alternatives may offer a better

illustration of structures than a specimen but only the computer

simulation shows the steps of a real dissection.

One freshman biology major says the actual cutting and

tissue removal are central to a dissection. "I enjoy the hands-on

experience of dissection," he says. The mechanics of dissection

ofter experience for those who will later enter careers in biology

or human or veterinary medicine.

Others disagree. "The dissection experience offers nothi

that wouldn't he taught on actual human cadavers in medit

school, thereby making dissection a waste of time—especia

when graduate schools are accepting students with undergradui

degrees from a wide assortment of disciplines," student Sar

Paige said.

The biology department believes that dissection is an integi

part of the knowledge that should be gained from taking biolo

at the college level. "Dissection demonstrates relationshi

between form and function, such as when one looks at the lur

of a mammal and feels the spongy, light texture of the tiss

where gas exchange occurs. Dissections provide evidence t

evolution, as when we trace the similarities and differences

the structure of vertebrate brains," said Moseley.

To the professors, the alternatives to dissection are not

informative or as useful in teaching the concepts that dissectu

teaches. The professors see no need for the blanket pob

proposed by Humanity for Animals. Currently, people wl

object to dissection are dealt with on an individual, case-by-ca

basis.

The members of Humanity for Animals say that they ha

chosen to argue a case of "human rights instead of anim

rights." They believe that if a person thinks that dissection

unethical and immoral, then he or she should not have

dissect. "We are not asking that dissection be abolished. ..jt

that students who have problems with dissection have anoth

means, an alternative to this type of education," Howes said'

"Dissection demonstrates

relationships between form

and function, such as when

one looks at the lungs of a

mammal and feels the

spongy, light texture of the

tissue where gas

exchange occurs," says

biology professor Lynn

l^oseley. Here, first-year

zoology student Daphne

Lewis makes an incision

into the neck of a fetal pig.
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Some Guilford students suggest the use of alternatives to dissection, such as the Biosmount, a more permanently preserved, dissected, and labeled

specimen. Currently, Biosmount specimens, like the fetal pig (above left) are studied by students in con|unction with their own dissections.

A student detaches a section of a fetal pig's umbilical cord, occasionally refernng to open notebooks and diagrams nearby.

Members ot Humanity tor Animals have researched programs

other schools ( such as Earlham and Oberlin ) which use these

ematives. "[The alternatives' effectiveness] should be apparent

the tact that there are successful people in this country with

Dlogy careers or careers in medicine who have not dissected,

ssection is not necessary and should not he seen as a primary

gredient in education in biological sciences and medicine,"

!th Conrey, the president of Humanity for Animals, said.

The members of Humanity for Animals also believe that a

rson should not have to confront a professor face-to-face to

jcuss their beliefs; they believe that this situation is intimidating

r the students. "Sometimes [confronting a professor about the

ues) is horrible and unproductive. Sometimes you are defensive

id the professor is defensive. But students paying for their

ucation should have a say in how their money is being used,"

irah Paige said.

Beth Conrey opted to take General Zoology on a pass/fail

admg system and did not dissect. The professor agreed to let

her do this and Conrey was not docked points on any ofthe labs

for not dissecting. Another student who talked with her

professor about her ethical opposition to dissection made

arrangements to do the lab exercises without dissecting. She

used alternative methods to compensate for not dissecting and

suffered no grade cuts.

Humanity for Animals and the biology faculty have had little

communication. After the proposal last year, a few memos were

sent back and forth. This year, a meeting was held between the

two groups; it was called by the biology department to ensure

that Humanity for Animals did not use the department's name

in obtaining information about alternatives. "[The proposal]

should have been a beginning step to communication," Howes

said. But the biology department has resolved not to change the

policy on dissection.
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[Above] Brigid Cox

[Below] Martin

Khamala, Shawn

Tapley, Clif Howard,

Joanna Cannon,

Melsha Bracey and

Tim Wooten
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Guilford student Holly Green spent

a summer searching for herself

and helping Bosnian refugees in

an ongoing process of

Rejuveiiatioii
"He had been crated

off to a camp, where

the Serbian soldiers

inflicted various forms of

torture, They left him

outside in the hot sun,

without a shirt, and after

his back was sunburnt,

he was whipped along

with the other Bosnian

Muslim prisoners,"

Holly Green calmly tells this story about Idris, one of the Bosni

refugees that she met this summer.

While the international community seems numbed to the trage

of the Bosnians and unable to respond, there are people who are tryi

to help. Holly, a Guilford sophomore, was one of those people. Ho
spent her summer at Jubilee Partners in Comer, Georgia, a commun
founded over 1 5 years ago on Christian principles that works for no

violent social change. The community members live together

common land and try to share daily experiences along with

commitment to social service.

One of the ongoing projects that Jubilee sponsors is the resettleme

of refugees in the United States. They provide the refugees with plac

to live on the community's land, and then help them to begin t

transition to daily life. "I was able to see the stories that are played c

in the media, in the embodiment of personal struggle. These dirf

experiences with the refugees provided me with a deeper understand!

of the situation in Bosnia," Holly says.

"Hussein [one of the refugees] told me a story that truly spoke to t

horror ot the Bosnian situation. He was a prisoner, who along wi»

other Bosnian Muslims, was taken on a long bus ride, and th

suddenly [the Serbians] stopped the bus. One of the Serbian soldi

pointed to the man seated next to Hussein, and motioned for him

come off the bus, to he shot. Hussein faced the soldier, who in peace

times had been a neighbor and friend. 'You were like a brother to m

he said. But the soldier ignored the plea and took the prisoner ofif

be shot."

Holly was assigned to teach English to the younger children, I

by.Najeeba Syeed



unJ this task difficult, sometimes

Tipossible." She then began to work

th adults and became close to a young

iman named Zayna, who had fled Bosnia

id gotten married. Zayna "was not

owed to talk about her family, all ot

lich she had left in Bosnia, with anyone,

er husband forbade it. He said that ifshe

oke ot her family, then it would reduce

e chances of his own family being

owed to come to the United States,"

ally says.

Apparently the women were silenced

by the men for fear that the husbands'

families would not be given priority to

come to the United States. Hiilly

describes Zayna as "very outgoing, sweet

and friendly." When Holly speaks of her

friend, you can see her face shadow over

as she recounts Zayna's tragedy. To Holly,

Zayna was a symbol of the ability to

rejuvenate, to grow again. Holly was able

to seek ways to aid people in distress and

aid herself, to find that sense of

rejuvenation.

Leaving the confines of the community

was sometimes shocking. "1 was standing

outside of a window at a department store

with my faced pressed up to look at the

mannequins dressed up in sequined

clothes. Suddenly I realize that my own

clothes were stamped with paint that I

had forgotten to wash off, my hair was far

from styled, and 1 looked as if 1 had not

bothered to glance at a mirror for days."

"I also noticed how funny 1 must have

appeared to well-groomed people in the

street, but how it had never occurred to

me to even consider what 1 looked like on

jubilee, but out here, in the city (Athens,

Georgia] 1 remembered what I was

supposed to look like."

Holly experienced "culture shock when

returning to Guilford this fall.. ..What

bothered me when I came back— it was

not like people are not thinking about

things to do, but 1 feel as if we just begin

to lose touch with whatever we are doing,

and in turn [lose] some sense of purpose."

One of the most tragic consequences of

the Bosnian conflict can be seen in the

young Bosnian refugees at the

community. Holly Green takes a break

from working in the community's garden.

S*r,'^/»-
Najeeba Syeed, a junior at Guilford College, is

majoring in psychology with a concentration in

women's studies. As an American Muslim, her

interest in the Bosnian issue reflects a concern for

those who share the same faith. She is also

concerned about abuses ofhuman rights occurring

on all sides of the Bosnian conflict. Najeeba is

currently in training for rape crisis counseling and

hopes to travel to the Balkans in the future to help

rape victims.
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THE HORROR
IN BOSNIA
An Insider's Look

"I have never been a normal

intellectual," says Samir Busovaca as he

and 1 walk outside into the colorful fall

weather. As we kick leaves outside M ilner

Guest House, Busovaca describes his

background as a journalist in Bosnia and

his fervor in bringing his perspective to

American college students.

He is here on a two day lecture series.

Busovaca was invited to speak at Guilford

by English professor Michael Strickland

who he met at Clemson University ten

years ago when working on a graduate

degree.

His first impression of Guilford was

positive. "Guilford students have a good

combination of idealism and realism.

Some of the students I met hold up non-

violence as an ideal— but in this world, to

achieve something, you must base yourself

in real politics. The students press me in

a positive way to find out if there is any

way to find a non-violent political side to

the Bosnian conflict."

by Najeeba Syeed

Busovaca is a middle-aged man who
expresses pleasure in simple things. As he

says to me when we are eating lunch, "I

never have breakfast. I only want a simple

lunch also." He has a playful sense of

humor that seems to me amazingly hard to

maintain after the personal and political

struggles he has seen.

"My father, a 79-year-old man, was

shot by Serbian sniper fire [while] taking

out winter clothes for the family from his

house," Busovaca quietly states. His tone

of voice is not tinged with bitterness. He
seems resolved to express his story with

coherent and lucid arguments. His life

seems a series of transitions from one

phase of struggle to another.

"I came from a middle class family,

impoverished by communism. My father

was a manager in a textile business until

he was appointed to run a bookstore by

government order. Back then, the

communist government was able to

transfer people from job to job without

their consent."

Busovaca himself suffered through tl

communist regime in the form

Yugoslavia but always maintained h

political independence from the ruliri

party. "I could not pursue a career in 1e

or diplomacy. Both fields were dominate

by communist thought and with i

connection to the party 1 was unable

get the needed appointments."

Busovaca went on to study English,

is clear that he holds the United Stat

and Americans in special regard. Englii

"provided me with a window overlookir

the rest of the world," he says. Tf

reverence for American ideals

democracy resonates when he speaks

his hope and belief that Bosnia will be

democracy and a country that remai:

unsegregated along ethnic or religio

lines.

Busovaca has always made his vie

public. He was involved with writii

political columns for liberal newspape
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'.'Ml 1,1- Hercegovina before the present

I . t political and social deterioration.

\\ c were full ot expectations and

xiety. We were involved in a great

periment ofdemocracy in Bosnia." But

e never expected this to happen," he

IS ot the ensuing catastrophe following

;declaration ofindependence ofBosnia-

rcegovina. The tragedies of war, rape

d refugees are ones that Busovaca came

o direct contact with when he ^^^
s a leader in the War Crime

i'estigation Bureau of the

snian government. "We tried

lather as much data as possible

h a low profile, to make sure

It we could substantiate the

ims of victims of torture and

Dression."

Busovaca spoke at a Women's
idies Tea and Talk about the

cific topic of rape of Bosnian ^^_
men by members ofthe Serbian

ny . "There is a deep realization that for

first time in modem history the action

Tiass rape was not spontaneous. It was

nned and in some cases ordered."

sovaca makes it clear that one must not

nonize any nationality, that what has

opened in not characteristic of any

ticular ethnic group, but consequences

lirect policy.

According to Busovaca's research as an

icial of the Bosnian War Crime

Investigation Bureau, 38,000 women have

been raped. "I don't know what will

happen to an 11 -or 12-year-old girl victim

of rape a few years from now," he says.

Another problem is that the survivors of

rape from the 30-40 estimated "specialized

concentration camps" are often held until

they have become impregnated before

being freed, so the government is now
struggling with the burden ofdealing with

I cannot think of what is ordinary.

People no longer even think in terms

of 24-hour days. They see only bare

essentials....What happens in a day

depends on the rate of shelling.

-Samir Busovaca

thousands of unwanted children. And
most recently it has been revealed that the

rapes and atrocities committed against

Croatian and Muslim women are being

recorded and used as pornography,

Busovaca says.

As for daily lives ofother inhabitants of

war-torn Bosnia, "I cannot think of what

is ordinary. People no longer even think

in terms of 24-hour days. They see only

bare essentials. I can speak of a period

characterized by this or that, not day by

day. There is no such thing as a routine.

After 3 months without electricity, when

surprisingly the lights come on at 3:00

a.m., we would just go and take a

shower....What happens in a day depends

on the rate of shelling that we experience

at that time."

In his evening speech, "The Diversity

That Was Sarajevo," Busovaca shared

^m more political history with the more

than 40 students and community

members who attended. "Bosnia

was a nation that was recognized by

the European Community, the

United Nations, the U.S., and yet

it was permissible for it to be run

over by Serb nationalists who
refused tosee the dream of a multi-

ethnic, multi-national democracy

actualized."

With such military capabilities,

Serb nationalists were able to run

over the new and sometimes incompetent

democratically elected government. The
polarization of the people followed. It was

a "manufacturing of reality," according to

Busovaca. By using the slogan of Serbs in

one state, the Serbian military told us that

we couldn't live together. It is not a

religious war, one in which we are seeking

to convert anyone. It has simply become

the denial of the ability of one group to

live with another under an umbrella of

democracy."

Busovaca is committed

to a democratic

government in the future,

one that will encompass

all ethnic groups and

religious traditions. He
says the process must be

one that recognizes "a just

peace, and the U.N. must

find mechanisms to put

into play the War Crimes

Tribunal to try all those

who committed violations

of human rights."

Samir Busovaca talks to Guilford

students in Boren Lounge.
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Ethnic Hatred
Divides a
Budding Democracy

How It Happened

CROATIA

Bosna River

Miles 30
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'"^Srebrenica
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Zenica •! Maglaj ^^^ \
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Busowaca-^* M!|9.'_^. • ®
Kiseljak-^ .Xisoko

> „ Zepa^_

, Split

Areas of control

I I
Muslim

I I Serbian

I I Croatian

g. Safe area designated

by ttie United Nations

. ALBANIA
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The era ot change from communism

democracy has been one of struggle a

pain in certain regions. In November a

December of 1990 the Republic ofBosn

Hercegovina held its first multi-pan

election since World War II. The Leag.

of Communists party was elected ir.

only 15 seats out of over 200 in t

bicameral Assembly.

After the election, a referendum w

held by the new government February

- April 7, 1992, and the Republic ofBosn

Hercegovina was declared independe

by 99.4% ofvoters. A large majority oft

republic's 1 .4 million Serbs did not vote

the referendum.

Political unrest escalated after April

1992 with the European Communit

recognition of Bosnia's independew

Serbian political groups within t

republic declared independence for t

Serbian Republic ofBosnia-Hercegovii

Factions of Serbian nationalists oppos

the multi-ethnic stand of the Bosni

government.

Antagonism between the new

internationally recognized governme

and the Serbian nationalists escalat*

Muslims and Croats who supported t

government became targets for policies

ethnic cleansing. Some Bosnian Sei

support the Bosnian government.

Serbian factions had better miliK

equipment, and the Bosnian govemmei

affected by the United Nations an

embargo, was unable to obtain resoun

to defend itself. Bosnia was Yugoslavi

most ethnically diverse community w:

1.4 million Serbs, 1.9 million Musli

and 820,000 Croatian citizens.

Due to Serbian hostilities, the U.

Security Council imposed sanctions

May 30, 1992 including a total ban

trade, withdrawal ofdiplomats, and seizi

of financial assets and cancellation

sporting and cultural exchanges. T

U.N. had previously passed a resoluti

denying the Serbian and Montenegr

governments' assumption of legal status

successor to the Socialist Federal Repub

of Yugoslavia.



Serbia has maintained its position as

; republic with the greatest control of

ources from the former Yugoslav army.

October, 1992 the U.N. set up a

immittee ot Experts to investigate war

mes committed in the former six

lublics of Yugoslavia.

The current situation reflects the

ernational community's inability to

ch a resolution to the conflict.

;cording to Amnesty International,

ocities such as torture and rape are

:urring on all three sides, but "the

ijority of victims were Muslims and the

lin perpetrators were local Serbian

ned forces." Alliances between Muslim

d Croat factions have fallen apart and

hting continues on both sides.

The United States has responded with

ious tactics. In 1990, President Bush

ned a foreign aid bill that included a

jvision "barring bilateral assistance

less all six of the country's republic's

d held free/fair elections" and committed

gross human rights violations. The

;sident could waive the provision if

goslavia was found to be following the

Isinki accord, or by encouraging any

)ublic which had not held "free/fair

ctions to do so." $5 million of aid had

been restored, because of Serbian and

Montenegran elections held in 1991,

although according to Helsinki Watch,

an independent human rights monitoring

organization, the elections were neither

free nor fair.

The current administration has not

provided a clear policy on the resolution

of the Bosnian issue. Early Clinton foreign

policy proposed lifting the arms embargo

and/or intervention (such as air strikes) to

allow the Bosnian government to defend

itself against Bosnian Serb nationalists.

Warren Christopher, Secretary of State,

was faced with European opposition to

the U.S. position and further attempts

were abandoned. Later positions focused

on implementation of a peace plan with

commitment of military support.

In December, 1993, the U.N. General

Assembly adopted a resolution demanding

that the Security Council lift the arms

embargo which is impeding the Republic

of Bosnia, a recognized member of the

U.N., from defending its borders. The

Security Council has not enforced the

resolution.

In the United States, the Senate passed

a resolution onjanuary 24, 1994 pressuring

President Clinton to put an end to the

arms embargo, and give "appropriate

military assistance" to the Bosnian

government in fighting Serbian factions

who oppose a multi-ethnic state.

Several peace plans have been proposed

to end the Bosnian conflict. The plans

have all centered around dividing the

country into Croatian, Muslim and

Serbian regions. None of the plans has

been acceptable to all parties involved

because of disagreement over how much

and what land each party should get.

Most recently, after 22 months of

bloodshed, international forces (NATO
and U.N. ) threatened air strikes on Serbian

military positions in Sarajevo. The Serbs

avoided the air strikes by meeting the

ultimatum of moving military equipment

outside of a specified zone around the city.

As of press time, the cease-fire in Sarajevo

holds.

The war continues in other regions of

the country. NATO forces shot down

several Bosnian Serb fighter planes just

after midnight February 28, 1994 when

the planes flew through a protected no-fly

zone. The Serbians had bombed a Muslim

munitions factory. The future of the war

and the involvement of the international

community remain uncertain.

An End to the Killing?
All over the world, racial, ethnic and

religious hatred divides us. Have we come

to accept that such hatred will remain with

us? Probably so.

That doesn't mean we shouldn't try to

hange the horror that surrounds us. Once

we lose sight ofhow terrible something like

the Bosnian tragedy is, we've lost half the

battle.

Sure it's overwhelming. What isn't in

this information age? Day after day we're

inundated with more facts and figures. And

Lve've got enough problems ofour own. It's

;asy to look the other way or point the

Dtoverbial finger in another direction,

aying "It's their fault, not ours."

The international community knows how

difficult it is to change any hot-spot situation

in the world. We feel paralyzed and helpless.

If we can't stop violence and crime in our own

society, what makes us think we could achieve

that goal in another land half way across the

globe?

There have been numerous calls for

intervention in Bosnia. International pressure

might have helped prevent the tragedy, some

say. Mayhe. But what specifically would we do

now? No matter what we do or when we do it,

no military or financial pressure can change

basic human prejudice.

The same prejudices that have destroyed

the dream of peaceful, prosperous, and

COMMENTARY BY BOB BULLOCK

pluralistic existence in Bosnia threaten us

too. From health care to crime to

information superhighways, we must keep

in mind that most elusive goal— justice.

Put simply, we need to mature and change

our attitudes. Our "differences" as people

are products of our collective imagination.

To stop killing each other would take a

fundamental change in how we view each

other.

Will this new growth, acceptance, and

tolerance ever happen? Probably not. But

if we don't try to change, if we don't discuss

and think about these problems, what the

hell else are we going to do in between all

the killing?
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[Clockwise from top left] On a

week-long journey into

Turkey, Emily Drennen stayed

with a wonderful Turkisfi

family. She and others pause

bnefly for the family's 4-year-

old to snap this photo.

Across the Sea of Mamara,

Istanbul is silhouetted against

a hazy sky. Here Emily

Drennen indulges in some of

"the best beer in the world,"

(even the Germans agree,

she says, though we're not

sure we buy this) in a pub in

Prague, Czechoslovakia, with

fnends from the Council on

International Educational

Exchange.



Amanda Hollinger spent

the 1992-93 school year

studying in the Land of the

Rising Sun. [Clocl<wise

from the top] Amanda

pauses before a temple in

Tokyo hangs out in

Yol^ohma with former

interlink students Mina,

Fumie, and Rina and,

sports a kimono for

Festival,



Guadalajara
Tom Clark chats with the

locals in Rancho Nuevo

while awaiting the Guilford

group's next volleyball

match, Atop Mexico City,

Chelle Stinson, Amy Bloom,

Katharine Cannon, Debbie

Nixdorf, and Kate Collins

visit the Shrine to the Virgin

of Guadalupe at Mexico City.

A goodly portion of the

Guadlajara groupajara, in a

concerted effort to not

appearajara touristyajara,

acts naturalajara at

Teotichuacan.



INTERNATIONAL

[Clockwise] The International Relations

Club coordinated the dinner, which was

compnsed of culinary delights and

entertainment from around the globe.

Kazumi Komiyama and Nancy Spillman

pose in international garb during the

fashion show. Christine Huffner, Luisa

Constanza, and Naima Williams Krysta

Banke, Sara Ashenfelter, Chris Atack, Jodi

Dodson, and Julia t\/leashey



Brenda Davis
Tricia Allman
Trudy Buckingham
Jennifer Gowac
Alissa Pioli

Barbara Schmitz
Angela Lett

Anne Gaillard

Emily Hanly
Susan Raney
Christine Schroeder
Sara Johnson
Jennifer Caltrider

Beatriz Juncadella
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Dig! Set!

DOMINATE
Lady Quakers take the ODAC

After spiking the ball down the throats of enough opposing

ams, the women's volleyball team pulled Guilford's losing

putation out of the mire, bringing in a 25-6 record at the end

the season.

Head coach Chuck McCracken and assistant coaches Robin

esselman and Glen Cashion led the Quaker Women from the

Buckingham credited the women's success to incredible team-

work. "There were no leaders on the team, everyone was solid.

All the setters, all the hitters—everyone— worked together.

"Each player stepped forward and made whatever contribution

she needed to make. We really pulled together."

Sophmore Anne Gaillard attributed the winning season to

ampionship position in the Old Dominion Athletic Confer- good coaching, and good communication between the coaches

ice, or ODAC, to the Na-

mal Volleyball Champion-

ips m Cleveland, Ohio.

Turnout at the games in-

eased, and the support helped

e women to more and more

ctories. Many loyal fans, in-

Support from Guilford students

really helped give us a winning

season. -Trudy Buckingham

and the team. "We set certain

goals tor ourselves, and did our

best to reach them. We really

pulled together." Gaillard said.

While many of the other

sports teams here at Guilford

couldn't seem to finish the sea-

uding Bill and Bev Rogers, even followed the volleyball team son with a wuining record, the women's volleyball team proved

Cleveland to cheer them on. Sliced volleyballs for hats that the feat is not impossible. Said one especially loyal fan:

;came the trademark of many enthusiastic fans. "The crowd "They're just awesome. You should see them play, they're so

pport was great," co-captain Trudy Buckingham said. "Sup- powerful."

3rt from students really helped give us a winning season."

|From far left] 1993-94 Lady Quaker

Volleyball Team, ODAC champions.

Wade Tomlinson, Ashley Cobb, Kristin

Fuehier, and Andy Van Pelt support the

volleyball team In their own unique way.

The Lady Quakers celebrate

enthusiastically after sconng a point.
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ROSTER
IVlax Appleby
Drew Baker
RiclnarcJ Baldwin
Charles BanKs
Santes Beatty
Daniel Bennett
Aaron Benton
Tommy Bohrer
Collie Bryant
Steve Bryant
Reuben Burton
Willie Casey
Brindon Christman
CBunn Cbusakul
Shane Conti
Jamie Corey
Jude Crayton
Collin D'Aiello
Sean Drudge
Ezr^ Ellis
Larry E^r^b^e
Jim <3^mbino
Stuart CB^rdn^r
Bry^n O^rl^nd
Chuck Gault
Oliver CBilley
Donald CB\A/yn
l=ienado Mairston
Jeff Hatch
IVlike Hathaway
Bry^n H^id^
Kip Hicks
Chris Hoffman
IVlike Hughes
Brent Jenkins
Andrell Johnsc»n
"Thomas Johnson
Ftodney Jones
"Todd Kelly
IVlike Koger
F*hil Lemons
Gi^offr^y Letendr^
Bill Lively
Rossie IVIanning
Shannon IVIcIVlillan
Chris IVIeehl
Chip IVIeyer
Joshua IVIill^r
Gr^g fVlontes
D^n IVIontgomery
rviarlc»n IVIorris
Kaz ISIakagawa
Bill Meal
Wes Morton
Eric F*^pp^s
Gr^g F*^ylor
D.W. Perdue
D^^ Rankin
Bernard Ransom
Brian RichardsonCam Richardson
Chris Richardson
Andy Roberts
J.J. Rogers
S^^n Ross
Kelvin Royster
Van Simon
Steve Sjostedt
Shawn "Tapley
Andre "Taylor
Chris "Tuccillo
<3r^g "Turner
L^mont Williams
Jon Wood
44
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lockwise] Quarterback Donald Gwynn rolls left, The Figtiting

jaker defense lines up to face the Randoiph-IVIacon Yellow

ckets. 1993-1994 Fighting Quakers Coach Tommy

ayson looks menacingly toward the Guilford sidelines.



ROSTER

i^

\MW

Kristin Schott
Leigh King
Leah Sobsey
Megan Corcoran
Alicia Golden
Lynn Barker
Melanie Ray
Erin Spielman
Alisa King
Amy Le\A/is
Christina Beahan
Anna Johnson
Amanda Mozgala
Erin Smith
Bartie Lancaster
Jane Singleton
Tiffany Parii
Becky Shotwell
Karen Rule
Marissa Brooks
Alexis BroxA/n

ROSTER
Jason Grayer
Chris Hoh
Andrew Hultberg
Anthony Raccuglia
Denis Byrne
Forrest Collier
Aaron Hoffman
Marcus Maginnis
Isaac Gowin
Derreck Lilly

Steve Morrison
Jorge Guerrero
Jamie Edwards
Dan Milgrom
Nate Broehl
Omari Williams
Mark Keersemaker
Mike Grauwiler
Rob Wilson
Khurram Qadri
Eduardo Yodar
Steve Diamond
Davis Gates
Chris Reed
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Goalkeeper Chris Reed,

noted for his ability to

make a spectacular

save, clears the ball.

[Opposite] 1993-1994

Women's Soccer Team

1993-1994 Men's

Soccer Team Kristen

Schott, Manssa Brooks,

Alisa King, and Karen

Rule practice intensely

while Jane Singleton

hugs the post.
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Aaron Pareigis and Roy

Jessup suit up for the

Binford Formal. Bill

Lively, Wade Tomlinson,

Wade's friend from fiome,

A. Scott Lee and Hans

Herr play witfi their

Gameboy. Sandra

Bretnall, Amanda Sabin,

Emily Rickards and

Danielle Goldberg get silly

around the campus

apartments.

49



[Top] Art in front of library.

[Below] Ken John Armstrong

takes a mucli-deserved nap in

the study-proof library.

[Opposite, clockwise from top left]

Aleska Slijepcevic and Sasha

IVIIcovic guard the second story

windows in the library from mad

Windexers. Jarreas

Underwood plans the route he'll

take around campus today.

Kelly Davis keeps on talking

despite repeated hints to be quiet

and study from Jeff Burgess and

Abigail Blosser.
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Beth McCrann studies on ttie

Binford lawn, no books in

sight. Caroline A. Wolfe at

home with her cat, Ginger,

Since Caroline left for college,

Ginger has had to be placed

on antldepression drugs. No,

really. [Opposite,

clockewise from top] Dunng a

bull session for Guilforum,

producer Christian Scanniello

and co-host Bob Bullock shine

with the light of illumination

and insight prepanng another

scintillating episode for their

legion fans. [NOTE: This

caption wntten by Guilforum's

other co-host and cohort. Josh

Lewis.] Teddy Kolev,

without charactenstic baseball

cap, reclines in his lair in

Binford. Ashley Meyers

and Ann Sutter horse around

in Bryan. What ;s that glove

for?
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Aerial view of Beth

Williams at computer,

Corey Gurley

[Opposite] Bryant

Boohar exhibits post-

computer stress and

LuisaConstanzajust

keeps on smiling.
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In an effort to raise

community awareness,

some students awol<e

before dawn to sort a

weekend's worth of

recyclable trash on the front

lawn of Founders. The day

following the demonstration,

a recycling forum was held

to discuss bnnging recycling

to Guilford on a large-scale

basis, in the wake of a

program initiated by the City

of Greensboro.
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Beth Anglin strums the guitar at

the Parents' Weekend

Coffeehouse. All else,

Bryan quad gets funky.

Ci!^'

>«%>

•a

/<
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Owen Thomspson tries to

convince another female

that his name is really

Michael fails, and

exchanging the women's

underwear for a more

manly baseball cap,

smooches tuliguel Santiago

instead. [Opposite]

Another talented foray

down the bowling lane for

Tim Smith, during the

Union-sponsored night of

free bowling, Guilford

definitely left its mark at the

alley.
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Ben Cadberry Timothy Wooten

Will Simmons [Opposite] the

ever suave Kiley Holder
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Addison, David 37
Adelberger, Rex 2

Allman, Tricia 42

Anglin, Beth 59

Anthony, Hobart 2

Appleby, Max 44
Armstrong, Ken John 50
Ashenfelter, Sara 41

Atack, Chris 41, 48

B

Baker, Drew 44
Baldwin, Richard 44

Banke, Krysta 41

Banks, Charles 44
Barker, Lynn 46
Baum, Koty 48

Beahan, Christina 46
Beotty, Santes 44
Beavis & Butthead 17

Beehler, Carl 10

Behrman, Reba 8

Bennett, Daniel 44
Benton, Aaron 44
Bloom, Amy 40
Bloomfield, Melina 7

Blosser, Abigail 7, 50

64

Bohn, Aaron T. 2, 9

Bohrer, Tommy 44
Bonet, Tiffany 5

Boohar, Bryant 54
Bookol, Angel 48
Bracey, Meisha 2, 29

Bretnall, Sandra 49
Brigham, Elaine 7

Broadbelt, Kitson 2, 12, 17

Broehl, Nate 46
Brooks, Marissa 46, 47
Brown, Alexis 46
Bryant, Collie 44
Bryant, Steve 44
Buckingham, Trudy 42

Bullock, Bob 2, 15, 35, 52

Burgess, Jeff 50
Burton, Reuben 44
Busovaca, Samir 33

Byrne, Denis 46

Cadberry, Ben 63

Caltrider, Jen 28, 42

Cannon, Joanna 29
Cannon, Katharine 40
Caplain, Jason 2

Cartrider, Jennifer 42

Casey, Willie 44

Charles-Liscombe, Bob-Chuck

Christman, Brindon 44
Chusakul, Gunn 44

Clark, Tom 40
Clump, Annie 48

Cobb, Ashley 43

Collier, Forrest 46
Collins, Kate 40
Constanza, Luisa 10, 41, 54

Conti, Shane 44

Corcoran, Megan 46
Corey, Jamie 44
Countess, Jon 8

Cox, Brigid 29

Crayton, Jude 44
Culp, Megan 8

D'Aiello, Collin 44
Dalton, Shawn 37
Dangerfield, Eddie 48
Davis, Brenda 42

Davis, Kelly 50
DeBlois, Laura 10

Diamond, Steve 46
Dodson, Jodi 41

Drennen, Emily 38

Drudge, Sean 44

Edwards, Jamie 46
Ellis, Ezra 44

Ferebee, Larry 44
Ferguson, Mark 23

Fishel, Gayle 2

Fuehler, Kristin 43

Gaillard, Anne 42

Gambino, Jim 44
Gardner, Stuart 44
Garland, Bryan 44
Gates, Davis 46
Gault, Chuck 44
George, Ivana 5

George, Kelly 2

Gilley, Oliver 44
Ginger 52

Goldberg, Danielle 49

Golden, Alicia 46
Gordon, Care 37
Gowac, Jennifer 42
Gowin, Isaac 46



Grauwiler, Mike 46
Grayer, Jason 46
Grayson, Tommy 45
Green, Holly 3

)

I
Grill, Natalie 7

Grimes, Steve 7

Grutchfield, Alice 28
Guerrero, Jorge 46
Gurley, Corey 54
Gwyn, Donald 44, 45

H

Hairston, Renodo 44
Honly, Emily 42
Hargus, Jodie 2

Hatch, Jeff 44
Hotfiawoy, Mike 44
Heide, Bryan 44
Herr, Hans 49
Hicks, Kip 44
Hoffman, Aaron 46
Hoffman, Chris 44
Hoh, Chris 46
Holder, Kiley 63
Hollinger, Amanda 39
Howard, Clif 29
Howell, Andy 2, 18

Huffner, Christine 41

Hughes, Eva 8

Hughes, Mike 44
Hultberg, Andrew 46

Jackson, Brian 48
Jenkins, Brent 44
Jessup, Roy 49
Johnson, Andrell 44
Johnson, Anno 46
Johnson, Sara 42
Johnson, Thomas 44
Jones, Rodney 44
Juncadella, Beatriz 42

Keersemaker, Mark 46
Kelly, Todd 44
Khamala, Martin 29
King, Aliso 46, 47
King, Leigh 46
Koger, Mike 44
Kolev, Teddy 52
Komiyoma, Kozumi 41

Koomen, John 2, 24
Kopcsak, Mike 8

.oncaster, Bartie 46
lone, Brian 2

Lee, A. Scott 49
Lemons, Phil 44
Letendre, Geoffrey 44
Lett, Angela 42
Lewis, Amy 46
Lewis, Daphne 26
Lewis, Josh 2

Lilly, Derreck 46
Lively, Bill 44. 49
Lutterodt, Isabelle 5

M
Maginnis, Marcus 46
Manning, Rossie 44
McCarrow, Jessica 48
McCrann, Beth 52
McMillan, Shannon 44
Mead, Isatta 23
Meoshey, Julia 41

Meehl, Chris 44
Mendelson, Jessica 2, 37
Meyer, Chip 44
Meyers, Ashley 52
Micovic, Sasha 50
Milgrom, Don 46
Miller, Joshua 44
Montes, Greg 44
Montgomery, Dan 44
Morgan, Fiona 7

Morris, Marlon 44
Morrison, Steve 46
Mozgala, Amanda 23, 46

N

Nakagawa, Kaz 44
Neal, Bill 44
Newsome, Jocelyn 2

Nixdorf, Debbie 40
Norton, Wes 44
Novkov, Rachel 8

Oldham, Julia 23

P

Pappas, Eric 44
Pareigis, Aaron 49
Parii, Tiffany 46
Paylor, Greg 44
Perdue, D.W. 44
Petrash, Jonathan 37
Pioli, Alissa 42
Powell, Dana 8

Qadri, Khurram 46

R

Raccuglia, Anthony 46
Raney, Susan 42
Rankin, Dee 44
Ransom, Bernard 44
Ray, Melanie 46
Reed, Chris 46, 47
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Richardson, Brian 44

Richardson, Cam 44

Richardson, Chris 44

Rickards, Emily 49

Roberts, Andy 44

Rogers, J.J. 44

Ross, Sean 44
Royster, Kelvin 44

Rule, Karen 46, 47

Sabin, Amanda 49
Santiago, Miguel 60

Scanniello, Christian 52

Schmitz, Barbara 42

Schott, Kristen 47
Schott, Kristin 46

Schroeder, Christine 42

Scott, Randy 48
Shotwell, Becky 46
Simmons, Will 63

Simon, Van 44

Singleton, Jane 46, 47

Sjostedt, Steve 44

Slijepcevic, Aleska 50

Smack, Steve 8

Smith, Erin 46
Smith, Tim 60
Sobsey, Leah 46

66

Speltz, Jessica 23

Spielman, Erin 46

Spillman,

Nancy 41

Stinson, Chelle 40
Sutter, Ann 52

Syeed,

Najeeba 2, 30

Symons, Edie 37

Tapley,

Shawn 29,

44
Taylor, Andre 44

Teate, Leslie 28

Therrien, Alicia 37

Thomspson,

Owen 60
Tomlinson,

Wade 43, 49

Tuccillo, Chris 44

Tucker, Elliot 37

Turner, Greg 44

U

LJnderwood,

Jarreos 50

\s

Van Pelt,
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[Clockwise] Pillars of the Student

Life Office, Jan Priilaman and Joan

Marsh Max Carter Brenda

Roe and Barbara Caviness



Phyllis Hedrick Yet more blue and

purple adorns these beamingly

satisfied Underground customers,

Linda Bryant, Chris Poston and Brian

Burton.





Clear skies and cold. Rebecca Mabry

and LaShaira Fullwood give warm

smiles despite the North Carolina

winter. Kimberly Durst, Julia

Milton, and Doug Grigsby find

something — who knows what — to

smile about in the oaf.



[Top] R.J. Nickels, Joan Malloch, and Ashley Clifton find a

little spare time in tfie Underground. [Left] Tom Dawson:

tfie man, tfie myth, the legend. Laura O'Toole, Dan

Poteet, Judy Harvey, Tom Clark, Vernie Davis, and Dave

li^acinnes share a little lunch in the Walnut Room,



I*.



endipitvSerendipitvSerendipitvSerendipitvSerendipitvSerendipitvSerendipitvSerendipitySe

[Opposite] Ken John Armstrong and Rebecca Withrow get

to know each other a little better over a game of Twister.

[Clockwise] Sean Tapley gives one last glance back before

he flings himself at the velcro wall, Saturday was full of

laughter for Kate Collins and flower girl Heather Loring.

Jeff Johnson and Tony Decicco aci intellectual at

Serendipity with an outdoor chess game.



One of Vinx's cronies jamming

on the drums. Tom

Dawson, Chns Hosford and

Spuds Mackenzie (who.

serendipitously enough, was

popular at about the same time

as De La Soul).





Wrestling until ttie jello oozes

out of tier ears, Wendy Kurz

comes away from ttie activity

much greener tfian wtien she

arrived. Alicia Therrien

and Brenda Davis twist to the

limit.



[Clockwise] Sam Towles shows off her remarkably color-coordinated velcro

jump suit. People came away from Serendipity red with sun, shoes came

away caked in green jell-o, and t-shirts hanging around Bryan wound up tie-

dyed. And some people ran around naked.
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[Clockwise] Chris

Williamson I

am woman. Hear

me roar. Sam

Towles dominates

the sumo wrestling

scene at

Serendipity,

You kidder, you!

Joy Jansen and

Naomi Blass muck

It up on the football

field dunng

Saturday's

festivities.



[Left] We never knew cotton candy could

be so mucti fun. Clare Kane, Allison

Powell and Gail Kasun discover for

themselves tfie joys of this wispy treat.



[Clockwise]

Feel that white

heat. man. Dick

Morton waves to

throngs of

devoted

students as he

prepares to

embark on

another voyage

to Venus.

Rockin' Peter

Ward Enc

Pappas

introduces the

most sedate

Information Desk

worker,

Bullock.





Joanne McNeil and Alison Kero kick

back in Bryan with a visiting friend.

Jackson Taylor says tiello to

anottier complete stranger outside

ttie steps of Founders.
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Dave Lee, Jr. Molly Hupp and

Paul Uobet cuddle on a couch in

Bryan.

19





Dana Clark, Isabella

Lutterodt, Lisa

DiGiannantonio, and Karen

Nichols endure a little

television in the lounge of

second-floor Binford.

Emily Brassel takes

advantage of nice weather to

work outside.
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Hans Herr is caught by a roving

photographer outside the library.

Leslie Teate.

\^ ^

23
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[Clockwise] Randy Scott is mal<ing his rounds in

Bauman. Ryan Page is caught outside the

student mailroom. Caroline Biber and Butty

Helbein brave the cold.
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George Lorio does a bit of spray

painting outside Hege-Cox.

Kathryn Temple paints a little

perspective outside under the trees^

[Opposite] GLBA Members and

parents sketch the Pride Flag in

chalk outside Dana Auditorium for

Family Weekend. GLBA
members Rebecca Potter, a visitor,

Genevieve Compton, Chris

Williamson, Kevin-Douglas Olive,

R,J. Nickels, and Jim Horvat wave

to family members arriving for

Family Weekend.
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[Clockwise] Not all students headed to the beach for spring

break... others headed for Texas to spend time repairing and

renovating houses. Allison Fitzgerald, Sharon Smith, and Emily

Barry paint as part of their Texas work trip. Up on the roof are

U\ke Winfield, Wade Tomlinson, Will Brown, Carios Garrett, Emily

Barry, Allison Fitzgerald, Stephany Taylor, Enc Kaplan, Livia

Olvera-Snyder, Sharon Smith, and Debby Nixdorf. (bottom

row) Teddy Kolev, Wade Tomlinson, Debby Nixdorf, Will Brown,

(back row) Gary Shippard, Mike Windfield, Eric Kaplan, Emily

Barry, Carlos Garrett, Allison Fitzgerald, Livia Olvera-Snyder, Bob

Tomlinson, Sharon Smith, Stephany Taylor.
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Brunnenberg

[Clockwise] Carolina

Castillo in Szek,

Transylvania. An

Orthodox Chructi in

Kalotaszeq. Rumania.

Students from ttie Council

on International

Educational Exchange

program at Budapest,

Hungary enjoy the sun next

to Balaton Lake.

30



[Top] An artistic perspective of an art class in Brunneberg,

Italy. [Left] tfie Santa Uam del Fiona in Florence, Italy.

(Standing) Grege IVlarra, I^yiarle Davidhouser, Caitlin

Ewing, Rebecca Cfiamberian, Amy Lytle, Charles Sctiwartz,

Sabina Guttsell, Andre d'Elena, Molly Sawyer, (Kneeling)

Ara, Erin Ackerman. Robin Ciani, Betsy Sheffield, Karen

Levine, and Rebekah Ruppe.



basketball
ROSTER

Stacey Simms
Kristin Schott
Damara Luce
Derrill Smith
Melissa Shaw
Marissa Brooks
Alissa Pioli

Brenda Davis
Alexandria Thompson
Catherine Herring
Alexandra Morrow

ROSTER
Andrew Marotta
Tim Wooten
Paul Ferrell

Kevin Spainhour
Jason Ferguson
Michael Roach
Andre Ricketts

David Winn
Chad Brown
Clifton Howard
Davey McCullough
Chris Kosiba
Vladimir Rekovic
Alex Slijepcevic

Adam Lamb
Brian Jackson
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[Clockwise] Not even two defenders are enough to stop

Stacey Simms. Forward Damara Luce drives to the

hoop, Andre Ricketts moves the ball upcourt. Kevin

Spainhour lunges for the rebound.
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LACROSSE
ROSTER I ROSTER

Christina Beahan
Alexis Brown
Jen Caltrider

Helen Clawson
Lesley Duckenfield
Alison Edwards
Christie Etter

Katie Friedman
Christina Haworth
Kadi Hodges
Molly Hupp
Arlene James
Susie Jeffreys
Jen Kaller

Alison Kero
Kira Law
Joanna Lee
Heather Long
Casey Lord
Damara Luce
Megan McAloon
Beth McCrann
Erin McNaught
Alexandra Morrow
Julia Oldham
Sarah Paige
Karin Petersen
Melanie Ray
Erin Smith
Sarah Wells
Gigi Willard
Holly Winer

Bill Altman
Elliot Berkowitz
Erik Briggs
Bert Chestnut
Forrest Collier

William Devane
Sean Drudge
Tim Forbes
Dimitri Georgelakos
Claton Harrington
Bryan Heide
James Kabbash
Yuri Karjane
Kristian Kaseman
Chris Lang
Wes Merritt

Bill Neal
Will Pendergraft
John Schiffer

Shea Varge
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ROSTER
J.J. Rogers
Brian Heilig

Jerry Marshall
Steve Marasco
Aaron Benton
Jason Smith
Didgit Tuttle

Ivan Lujan
Kevin O'Neil
Chris Leyda
Marc Ricci

Mike Viruso
Dan Schoenfelder
Mike Faraci
Mark Young
Paul Farenchick
Tommy Bohrer
Mark Slater

Keith O'Halloran
Andy Schneider
Miguel Santiago
Rossie Manning
Marty Stern
Clint Acrey

>.»>*...v^s'!<^i•,
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ASEBALL
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tennis
Lynn Barker
Trudy Buckingham
Jamie Campbell
Amy Carney
Mignon Ezzell

Leigh King
Betsy Parker
Paige Simpson
Jane Singleton
Jenn Wolos
Sarah Woodard

ROSTER
Jeff Albright

Dave Beach
Jacky Bollini

Chris Chandler
Ashley Meyers
Kevin Pendergrast
Stephen Stoneburner
John Terry
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[Clockwise] Amy Carney digs it out. Jane

Singleton fires the ball into play. Kevin

Pendergrast gives ttie Tomahawk Forehand a rest in

between games. Jeff Albright serves one up.

41



ROSTER
Chad Evans
Ian Downey
Jamie Gilley

Cannon Morgan
Bryant Reeser
Kevin Sagen
Brett Thompson
Jody Trover
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Trainers

43



Blnford Hall Heath Brown and

Chris Bishop use an innovative

technique for sneaking past Mary

into the cat.

"""
'* 9



Pope House

International Relations Club

45



EduardoYodar Two paths



[Clockwise] Webstenan Pre-Law

Society Clay Harrington

Shore Hall
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Despite his well-known disdain for "circle

classes" and other circle themes, Dr. William

Fulcher is caught in the act of sitting at a

circular table in the cat. Out of Africa:

Lynn li^osely settles into stories of meddling

baboons and runaway rhinos after a

slideshow recounting her safari in Africa.



Bill Grubbs demonstrates to his students tiow to stand smiling at

attention for the CEO of a Forlune 500 corporation. Jorge

Guerrero loves the new computer in Founder's lobby.
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[Opposite] Jude Crayton does his imitation of the

picture on the wall next to him. Revelers

The library often seemed as though it were behind

bars. [This page] Page Bachmann, caught

smuggling dish towels through Bryan Hall.

Steve Grimes is thrilled to be him.
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LaShaira Fullwood, Rebecca Mabry. and Lynn

Harns. Residents of the Hildebrandt House

pnde themselves on doing everything together.

v'
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[Clockwise] The ladies looked so good to Bubba and

Cheese that the fellas figured they'd try some of that fine

stuff themselves. IVIeanwhile, Bubba checks to make

sure it's all still there. Will Brown Bartie

Lancaster
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Pines House Amy C. Miller, Kristin

Waehling, Jane Singleton, and Rachel

Christensen.



Josh Brethauer and Charlie Teftt

Jim Outsell
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Bill and Bev, sporting

the latest in split-

volleyball fashion.

InterVarsity.
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Outdoor Club Cha! Cha! Scotty Harris and

Louisa Spaventa do a little dancin' in the dark.

60
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The

"X's" by Aaron N. Hoffman, 1993.





Untitled by Mike Stone.

64



Untitled by Corydon Woodard.
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Self-portrait by C. Wells
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Ackerman, Erin 3 1

Acrey, Clint 38
Albright, Jeff 40, 41

Altman, Bill 36
Ara 31

B

Bachmann, Page 51

Barker, Lynn 40
Barry, Emily 29
Beach, Dave 40
Beahan, Christina 36
Benton, Aaron 38
Berkowitz, Elliot 36
Biber, Caroline 25, 65
Bishop, Chris 44
Bloss, Naomi 14

Bloom, Amy 20
Bohrer, Tommy 38
Bollini, Jacky 40
Brassel, Emily 21

Brethauer, Josh 55
Briggs, Erik 36
Brooks, Marisso 32
Brown, Alexis 36
Brown, Chad 32
Brown, Heath 44
Brown, Will 15, 29, 53

Bryant, Linda

Bubba 53
Buckingham,

Trudy 40
Bullock, Bob

Burton, Brian

Caltrider, Jen 36
Campbell,

Jamie 40
Canada, Holly 61

Carney,

Amy 40, 41

Carter, Max 3

Castillo, Caro-

lina 30

Caviness, Bar-

bora 3

Chamberlan, Re-

becca 3 1

Chamblin, Matt 5

Chandler, Chris 40
Cheese 53

Chestnut, Bert 36
Christensen, Rachel 54
Cioni, Robin 3

1

Clark, Dana 21

Clark, Tom 7

Clawson, Helen 36
Clifton, Ashley 7

Cobb, Ashley 22
Collier, Forrest 36
Collins, Kate 9

Compton, Genevieve 26
Crayton, Jude 51

Crockett, Brian 61

Davidhouser, Marie 31

Davis, Brenda 12, 32
Davis, Vernie 7

Dawson, Tom 7, 10

DeBlois, Laura 1 1

Decicco, Tony 9

d'Elena, Andre 31

Denny, Joanne 2

deSayve, Emmanuel 59
Devane, William 36
DiGiannantonio, Lisa 21

Downey, Ian 42
Drudge, Sean 36
Duckenfield, Lesley 36

Durst, Kimberly 6

E

E 20
Edwards, Alison 36
English Hall 59
Etter, Christie 36
Evons, Chad 42
Ewing, Caitlin 3

1

Ezzell, Mignon 40

Faraci, Mike 38
Farenchick, Paul 38
Ferguson, Jason 32
Ferrell, Paul 32

Fitzgerald, Allison 29
Forbes, Tim 36
Friedman, Katie 36
Fulcher, William 48
Fullwood, LaShaira 6, 52

Garrett, Carlos 29
Georgelakos, Dimitri 36
Gilley, Jamie 42
Gilmer, Doug 20
Grigsby, Doug 6

Grimes, Steve 51

Grubbs, Bill 49
Guerrero, Jorge 49
Gutsell, Jim 55
Guttsell, Sobina 3 1

H

Harrington, Claton 36
Harrington, Clay 47
Harris, Lynn 52
Harris, Scotty 60
Han/ey, Judy 7

Haworth, Christina 36
Hedrick, Phyllis 4
Heide, Bryan 36
Heilig, Brian 38

Helbein, Buffy 25
Herr, Hans 23

Herring, Catherine 32
Hildebrandt House 52
Hodges, Kadi 36
Hoffman, Aaron 62
Holder, Kiley 57
Horvat, Jim 26
Hosford, Chris 1
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Howard, Clifton 32

Hupp, Molly 19, 36

International Relations Club

InterVarsity 58

Jackson, Brian 32

James, Arlene 36

Jonsen, Joy 14

Jeffreys, Susie 36

Johnson, Jeff 9

Juncadello, Beatriz

45

57

K

Kabbash, James 36
Kaller, Jen 36
Kane, Clare 15

Kaplan, Eric 29

Karjane, Yuri 36
Kaseman, Kristian 36
Kasun, Gail 15

Kero, Alison 18, 36
King, Leigh 40
Kolev, Teddy 29
Kosibo, Chris 32

Kurz, Wendy 12

Lamb, Adam 32

Lancaster, Bartie 53
Lang, Chris 36
Low, Kira 36
Lee, Dave 1 9

Lee, Joanna 36
Levine, Karen 31

Leydo, Chris 38
Llobet, Paul 19

Long, Heather 36

Lord, Casey 36
Loring, Heather 9

Lorio, George 26

Luce, Damaro 32, 33, 36

Lujan, Ivan 38

Luria, Becky 22

Lutterodt, Isabelle 21

Lytle, Amy 3 1

M
Mabry, Rebecca 6, 52
Macinnes, Dave 7

Mackenzie, Spuds 10

Malloch, Joan 7

Manning, Rossie 38

Marasco, Steve 38
Margerison, Doug 28
Marotta, Andrew 32

Morra, Grege 3 1

Marsh, Joan 3

Marshall, Jerry 38
McAloon, Megan 36

McCronn, Beth 36

McCullough, Davey 32

McEntee, Eleanor 5

McNought, Erin 36

McNeil, Joanne 1 8

Merritt, Wes 36
Meyers, Ashley 40
Miller, Amy 54

Milton, Julia 6

Mitschele, Krista 57
Morgan, Cannon 42

Morrow, Alexandra 32, 36
Morton, Dick 1 6

Mosely, Lynn 48

N

Neal, Bill 36
Nebel, Roger 1 1

Nichols, Karen 21

Nickels, RJ. 7, 26
Nixdorf, Debby 29
Noble, Ken 20
Norwood, Beth 15

O'Halloran, Keith 38

Oldham, Julia 36

Olive, Kevin-Douglas 26
Olvera-Snyder, Livia 29

O'Neil, Kevin 38

O'Toole, Laura 7

Outdoor Club 60

Page, Ryan 25

Paige, Sarah 36
Papantones, Karionne 28

Pappas, Eric 16

Parker, Betsy 40
Parker, Japera 28

Pendergraft, Will 36
Pendergrost,

Kevin 40, 41

Petersen, Korin 36
Pines House 54
Pioli, Alissa 32

Poe, Brenda 3

Poston, Chris 4

Poteet, Dan 7
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Potter, Rebecca 26
Powell, Allison 15

Prillaman, Jan 3

Psychology Club 49

Randolph, Erin 28
Roy, Melanie 36
Reeser, Bryant 42
Reid, Amy 24
Rekovic, Vladimir 32
Ricci, Marc 38
Ricketts, Andre 32, 33
Roach, Michael 32
Rogers, Bill and Bev 58
Rogers, J.J. 38
Ruppe, Rebekah 3 1

Sagen, Kevin 42
Santiago, Miguel 38
Sawyer, Molly 3 1

Schiffer, John 36
Schneider, Andy 38
Schoenfelder, Dan 38
Schott, Kristin 32

Schwartz, Charles 3 1

Schwartz, Rachel 57
Scott, Randy 25
Shaw, Melissa 32
Sheffield, Betsy 3 1

Shippard, Gary 29
Shore Hall A7
Simms, Stacey 32, 33
Simpson, Paige 40
Singleton,

Jane 40, 41, 54
Slater, Mark 38
Slijepcevic, Alex 32
Smith, Derrill 32
Smith, Erin 36
Smith, Jason 38
Smith, Sharon 29
Spainhour, Kevin 32, 33
Spaventa, Louisa 60
Stern, Marty 38
Stone, Mike 64
Stoneburner, Stephen 40
Streck, Jason 28
Swanson, Andy 57

Tapley, Sean 9

Taylor, Jackson 1 8

Taylor, Stephany 29
Teote, Leslie 23
Tefft, Charlie 55
Temple, Kathryn 26
Terry, John 40
Therrien, Alicia 1 2

Thomas, Kelly 24
Thompson, Alexandria

Thompson, Brett 42
Tomlinson, Bob 29
Tomlinson, Wade 29
Towles, Sam 1 3

Trover, Jody 42
Tuttle, Didgit 38

u

Union 57

V
Valera, Elizabeth 1 1

Verge, Shea 36
Vidrine, Robert 20
Viruso, Mike 38
visitor, a 26

32

W
Waehling, Kristin 54
Ward, Peter 16

Websterian Pre-Law Society 47
Wells, Sarah 36
Willard, Gigi 36
Williamson, Chris 14, 26
Winer, Holly 36
Winfield, Michael 5

Winfield, Mike 29
Winn, David 32
Wolos, Jenn 40
Woodard, Corydon 63, 65
Woodord, Sarah 40
Wooten, Tim 32

Young, Mark 38
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[Clockwise] Linda Bryant Lee Kramer

Eron Blocl< Jenn Watts and Devah

Waterman. Frank Keegan, Jeff Jesl<e,

and Max Carter.
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Reba Behrman Sharon Ladd, A. Scott Lee,

Dave Lee, Enka LeMay, and Philip Lemons.
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David Addison, Jeffrey Ray Albright, Angela Aldnch, Tncia Allman, Martha

Miller Allred, and ZacharyAlper. Marian Wnght Edelman.
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Treva Milliard Jeffrey Janowitz

Keayba iVlcKenzie
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KATHERINE GIBNEY
"With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear for a second, she

drew a Une there, in the center. It was done; it was finished. Yes

she thought, laying down her brush in extreme fatigue. I have had

my vision." —Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse

"For writing is re-naming." —Adrienne Rich

"not fare well, but fare forward, voyagers." —T.S. Eliot

"She pulled in her horizon like a great fish-net. Pulled it from

around the waist of the world and draped it over her shoulder. So

much of life in its meshes ! She called in her soul to come and see."

—Zora Neale Hurston,

Their Eves Were Watching God.

RJ. NICKELS
from XIV:

...And the betrayers of language n and the press gang

And those who had lied for hire;the perverts, the perverters of language,

the perverts, who have set money- lust/Before the pleasures of the senses;

howling, as of a hen-yard in a printing-house...

from LXXXI:

...Pull down thy vanity/How mean thy hates/fostered in falsity,

Pull down thy vanity,/Rather to destroy, niggard in charity.

Pull down thy vanity ,/I say pull down.

But to have done instead of not doing

this is not vanity Here error is all in the not done,/all in the diffidence

that faltered. —E.P.

ANN Wl

This is the irrational season./When love blooms bright and wild.

—Madeleine L'Engle

Who'll show a child just as it is ? Who'll place/it within its constellation with the

measure of/distance in hand?.. .Minds of murderers are/easily divined. But this,

though: death, the/ whole of death,—even before life's begun/,to hold it all so

gently, and be good: this is beyond description!

—Rainer Maria Rilke

To the immortal friends and family who bloomed

with me — 1 love you all. Thank you for the gifts.

"Don't ever tell anybody anything. If you do, you start missing everybody."
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LOUISA SPAVENTA
ShUip, Shlup, the dof;/;is it laps tip/water/makes intelligent/

music, resting/Now and then to/take breath in irregular/

measure. —Denise Levertov

that girl thinks she's the queen of the neighborhood. I've got

news for you- she is! —Bikini Kill

Keep College Radio a playground for underfed ears.

—The Kountess

One time/all the noises met./all the noises in the world/

met in one place/and I was there/because they met in my house.

—^JacohN ibenegenesabe

KIMBERLYGRIFFIN

Who need be afraid of the merge? kX^X%V\ X >, i Mi* I

—Walt N)yhitman, Leaves of Grass \
1 ROAD

MARTY STERN

Mom, Dad, Darold and Janice,

thank you for your support and encouragement during my life, especially

over the past four years. I love you. To the "nasty boys" Steve, Scott, Johnny,

Jerry and to the rest of the 1990-1994 Quakers thanks for the great times.

ODAC CHAMPIONSHIPS, FAB FIVE, SPRING BREAKS, NIGHTLY
EXCURSIONS, INTRAMURALS, FRIENDSHIPS. None of you will be

forgotten. To the new breed ot Quakers: "Get Nasty." To Melissa thank you

for being there for me the past three years. I love you. Get ready world because,

"I'm going to announce my presence with authority."
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ANNA CHRISTINE WILLIAMSON
"On ne nait pas femme, on le devient." —Simone DeBeauvor

"Your head's shaking and your arms are shaking and your feet

are shaking 'cause the earth's shaking." —Pylon

Guilford College and people — 1 loved it here — thanks.

Especially toMom and Dad— you're the best; Peter and Dan

—

my favorite boys; J
— Numbers; Carol, John and Dean— my

learned elders; Paris People; Cyndi and Leslie — keep your

noses warm; Megan, Trev, Leslie— much fun at 20 K; Yuri—
You're it; Will and my skinny minnie roommate Marge;

Amanda— fellow piglet and faction member, and Kristin my
oh so prompt rommate and laughing buddy— 1 love you guys.

"Happiness is a virtue. No one can be happy and wicked."

—King Arthur from Camelot

"Rainbows are visions, but only illusions/Rainbows have nothing

to hide/So we've been told and some choose to believe it./l know

they're wrong, wait and see./Someday we'll find it/The Rainbow

Connection/The lovers, the dreamers and me." —Jim Hen>on

"An eye is meant to see things./The soul is here for its own joy."

—Rumi (quoted by Anne Baring and Jules Cashford)

"It seems to me that the first rule of lite is to have a good time; and

that the second rule of life is to hurt as few people as possible in the

course of doing so. There is no third rule."

—Brendan Gill

STEVE BIRD

SUSAN LITTLE

"We will all come through in the Long Run." —Eagles

Dee, Lish, Kady, Wendy, Cat, and Mrs. C— never stop being there cause I'll

never stop screwing up. Chuck, Pat, Collin, Bill, Jeff, and B.D.— remember, 1 dig

ya' cause chicks dig guys that dig chicks!

M ilner 1 1 Keg Parties, Vodka Punch, ChristmasTOGAS, Daytona '9 1 "Excuses".

FAT Boys, D- 1 2 Top Ten, Halloween: Fruit-ot-a-Loom, Idiot Boy, Thanksgiving

Dinners, the Bimbos.

ITALY! To the Bourgeois, Clothesline dancin', Bonfires.

Dana 4— Legendary again ?! ?UNION Budgets (Consensus sucks ) , Fort Lauderdale

'94, CoUon— Wanna watch Indiana Jones?
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ANGELA ALDRICH

"To search tor power within myself means 1 must be wiUing to move

through being afraid to whatever Ues beyond. ..Nothing I accept about

myself can be used against me to diminish me. 1 am who I am, doing what

1 came to do, acting upon you like a drug or a chisel to remind you of your

me-ness, as I discover you in myself —Audre Lorde

Thanks to my God
Mom, Dad— thanks for encouraging me to believe that any dream I set

my mind to can become reality.

Toni, Jason, Rodney, Lamar— I'm blessed to call you family— love ya!

LARA WALKER
"Maybe nothing ever happens once and is finished. Maybe happen is never

mcc but like ripples maybe on water after the pebble sinks, the ripples moving on,

I spreading, the pool attached by a nanors umbilical water-cord to the next pool

'.which the first pool feeds, has fed, did feed, let this second pool contain a different

.temperature ofwater, a different molecularity ofhaving seen, felt, remember, reflect

in a different tone the infinite unchanging sky..."

—WilliamFaulkner. Absalom, Absalom!

Not farewell, but fareforward voyager.'

Though I eat very little meat, I have no objection to the raising and slaughtering

of animals.

-T.S. Eliot, The Four Quartets

BRIAN PARKER PIERCE

"You've got your own hammer? Well son, you're really coming of

age!" —Dad
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ALICIA GOLDEN

It all began summer '92 — Woodstream "It must be 5 o'clock,"

Tawanda, remember?, Dinner Parties Dana 2&4- "Wine anyone?,"

Shotguns behind Dana 2, Halloween '92, Volleyball Champs, Soccer

All 4, "1 just have a tendency to passout occasionally!", My 21st—
Dana Aud. &. Hangover to W&.L— Ugh!, Comer Bar Free Beers?,

Spring Break '93 — Key West & tornadoes, Spring Break '94— Ft.

Lauderdale or was it Michigan?. Chicken Little (Secret!), KD, Dee,

Wendell-Ladies, it was the best. To all friends— 1 love ya! Thanks
mom & dad. I made it. Love you both. Bye!

PENNI MICHELLE GROSSMAN
"Not I, not anyone else can travel that road for you,

You must travel it for yourself." —Walt Whitman

"If you doubt yourself, then indeed you stand on shaky

ground." —Herik Ibsen

Thanks Mom & Dad

1 love you

ELIZABETH C. WHITE

Bucknell, Drew, Guilford, sororities, moving fast, semesters

off, the southern way, moving slow. Learning academically.

Learning about people. Learning about myself Learning

about life. It has been a rocky five years, but 1 made it!

Thank you to all ofmy family and friends who have supported

me through this chapter of my life. ..and most of all. Mom and

Dad— Thank you. 1 could not have gotten this tar without

you loving, supporting, trusting, caring, helping, and believing

in me. 1 love you.
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CATHLEEN M. BUTLER

"A sweetness came into her as she woke, a pleasure filled her slowly until it

overflowed, and she sat up, stretching her arms out from the hlack sleeves ofher

robe, and she looked about her in unquestioning delight... There was a joy in her

that no thought nor dread could darken..." —Ursula Leguin

Adios Mattie!

Thank you Jack.

1 love you, Robbie!

ONWARD!

J. HOBART ANTHONY
It is true, man is the microcosm: 1 am my world.

-Ludwigwittgenstein

DAVID PUTZEL

To all that made college possible, thank you for your

support. The list — Grandma and Grandpa Putzel, Mom
and Dad, my sister Robin for her spiritual support and

strength, she is always with me. Thanks also to Momo, a

great friend, and all the others that 1 have made at Guilford.

Do not worry Anna, 1 will be back for you.

To all the Guilford students that follow me, 1 truly

hope the social life improves. See Ya!!!
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PAUL FERRELL

"It you would hit the mark, you must aim a Uttle above it."

MARGARET STROUD
Mom, Dad, Rob and the General— 1 don't know where to begin

thanking you for all you love and support, but...THANK YOU! !

!

Chris— the best luck to you at NYU, maybe I'll see you soon

in the S.W. world

Kristin— the facial queen and the best dishwasher in the world

Amanda— thanks for all the hugs

old man Chambers— thanks for being my second boy, you're

the coolest!

my Guilford friends— I'll miss you ! !

!

and Willy, thanks for helping me learn to grow, sweet boy, I do

ike you and I love you! !

!

KIMBERLY RENEE JOHNSON

...Hallelujah, Thank God!

...Mom and Dad, couldn't have done it without you...Latoya, Shelunda and

Shanda, I've done good. You do better. ...Roni, Sadio, Chris, Jeremy, Clara and

Linda, you've blessed me. May God bless you....Kenneth, thanks for looking

out for me. Tell mother and grandmother I made it.

Physic Dept...Rex, you taught me how to say what I mean...Thom, thanks

for all the neat tricks. ..Sheridan, you taught me as though I were your child,

(sniff) thanks.. ..Viki, you are definitely unique.

To Guilford, and Still I rise'.

'Thenomenal woman/ phenomenally phenomenal/ that's me."

—Maya Angelou
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GREGORY ALAN ROARK, JR.

The lunger 1 live, the mure 1 realize the impact ot attitude on life. It

is more important than the past, than education, than money, than

circumstances, than failures, than successed, than what other people

think or say or do. It is more important than appearance, giftedness, or

skill. The remarkable thing is— we have a choice every day ofour lives

regarding the attitude we embrace for that day. We cannot change our

past. We cannot change the fact that people will act in a certain way.

We cannot change the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on

the one string we have, and that is our attitude.

—Charles Swindoll

DEIDRE MURPHY
THANKS! to all who have made these four years special for me, you know

who you are! A quote to leave you with:

Farewell to you and the youth I have spent with you.

It was but yesterday we met in a dream.

But, now our sleep has fled and our dream is over.

If in the twilight of memory we should meet once more,

we shall speak again together

and you shall sing to me in a deeper song.

And if our hands should meet in another dream

we shall build another tower in the sky.

— Khalil Gibran

GOD BLESS!

RAYMOND EDWARD JONES III

"When my turn on earth is gone, and my activities here are

past, you can bury me upside down, and my critics can kiss my

ass."

"^^ —Indiana Coach Bobby Knight

"Going where the winds don't blow so strange."

—Robert Hunter and Jerry Garcia
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ANN ELIZABETH MAYER

Motivate * Take the chance * Backward in coming forward * Draw the heat*

In case you're ignored * Don't take a back seat defeat * Activate * Strike it home
* Head over heals * With the intention * ofexpanding the dimension * ofcontrol

* Meat Beat Manifesto

PHILIP D. CHOU
It never fails, the moment I get out of the water, the best set

of waves move through — unridden. All surfers have

experienced this phenomenon. Be it psychological or actual,

I think this is the way it is meant to be. The perfect wave never

arrives. There is no such thing as a final wave. 1 am left

challenged to return tomorrow, and I can't wait! I graduate in

May. But school really never ends because I am seeking out

more waves in different locations, with different conditions,

with different people; and learning from them all. Hope to sec

you in the water.

JESSICA POLAND

To live only for some future goal is shallow. It's the sides of the

mountain which sustain life, not the top. Here's where things

grow. —Robert Pirsig

A child said. What is the grass? fetching it to me with full hands; :

1 low could I answer the child.'... 1 do not know what it is anymore

than he. —Walt Whitman
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MEGAN HESTER

Love life. Be grateful for it always. And
show your gratitute hy not shying away from

itschallenges. Always try to live a little beyond

your capacities -and you'll find your capacities

are greater than you ever dreamed.

—Author unknown

WILL GRIMES

Wow, I never thought I'd get to write this! Thanks to everyone 1 got

to know here, you are what makes Guilford a special place.

Doc, Booty, Chick Almy, and Snyde Harvey— thanks for being so

cool and for everything you've give me.

Chambers- thanks for keeping me sane and showing me how to get

into debt! I love you man. Madge: thanks for accepting me, putting up

with it, and making it better. I'll always love you ! Finally, Mom, Dad, &
John— without your love and support this never would have happened.

Thanks and 1 love you.

Peace GuilCo

J. PETER BEGALLA

"I love english muffins and coffee. I don't know why.'
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Do not follow where

the path may lead.

Go, instead, where

there is no path

and leave a trail.

—Anonymous

How often the world introduces

People we never get to know
They walk right in, we see their smile

Then watch as they turn and go

We stand and scan the foot prints

Their leaving left behind

And the departure of a stranger

Can leave foot prints in the mind.

—Anonymous

MELANIE LYNN RAY
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JUSTIN COHEN
"Gilli^an: What's soup du jor'

Skipper: Gilligan, everybody in the world knows what soup de jour is. For

goodness sake they're the simpliest words in the world.

Gilligan: You don't know either.

Skipper: 1 do too, Gilligan, but I don't want to show oft. Now tell him what it is

Professor.

Professor: Soup of the day!

Skipper: What is it?

Mr. Howell: Well, it's a combination of the simplest and magnificent cuisines

from the master chef.

Skipper: Never mind all that static, Mr. Howell. What is it?

Mr. Howell: Seaweed soup."

—From Mary Ann's Gilligan's Island Cookbook

LAURA DE BLOIS

RAVE IN A BUCKET... I don't know about you, but I feel alright.. .get up

and dance*!%*@'^...it's in my brain now...l am fun you will enjoy. ..my supper

dish, my succotash wish. ..just dance and move your body. ..this now, this time

is not ours. ..total confusion.. .with attitude like that you can't be stopped...

Senate Women ofPower& Midnite Crockets— thanks for bringing out the

cruise director in me!

Inestimate thanks to Noodle-O, Garrisonian, Gafreakah, Kevina, Ginger,

Becky Buck, Phallix, Megan, Shmellen, and all of my friends who have been

true, helped me grow, shared with me, and touched my heart.

Much Love, Miz De Blonde

CATHERINE TEATE
A strong woman is a woman who loves

strongly and weeps strongly and is strongly

terrified and has strong needs. A strong woman is strong

in words, in action, in connection, in feeling;

She is not strong as a stone hut as a wolf

suckling her young. Stength is not in her, hut she

enacts it as the wind fills a sail.

...Strong is what we make

each other. Until we are all strong together,

a strong woman is a woman strongly afraid.

—Marge Piercy

There is no road ahead. We make the road as we go.

—Nelle Morton
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JONATHAN WHITE

"Now I'm ready for tenure track at Florence Nightengale Community College.'

JAMES SCOTT GREEN

"Share everything; play fair; don't hit people; when you go out into the world,

watch out tor traffic, hcild hands, and stick together." —Robert Fulghum

"The sky was yellow and the sun was blue." -Grateful Dead

Bern, Robb, Kash, Keish, Russ, Smack, Mike, and Dot—the Burnouts, I'll

never forget. Bish, Downtown, Coloumbo, Fraulo, Allison, Zard, Shara, Graham,

John, Eron, Teri, and everyone, thanks for everything. Mom and Dad thanks for

all your efforts and care. I wouldn't and couldn't have done it without all of you.

"What man thinks of himself, that is which determines his tare."

—Thoreau

DOUG CURL
"A blown husk that is finished/ but the light sings eternal"

—Pound; From CXV Canto

"Escape is so simple/ in a world where sunsets can be raced."

—Cowboy Junkies

Ich Liebe Dich Hayds! Marlene, Charles, and Cyril — Thanks

for being the best. CS, DL, Hoss, SB, MB— Good Luck from the

Captain Geology! Russ— you never said iL(J.B.)! Willy, Del, John

and the rest of the Geo Folk— it's been a fun, interesting, stressful,

and satisfying four years— Addio! To the Bourgeoisie— RJ, PS, JS,

LW, JG, SL, DR! Welcmne to II mondo di Snoopy.

"Oi'ur revels now are endt

-Shakespeare; The Tempest
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AMANDA KATE WENNER
Thanks to my friends over the years — especially Adri,

Dan, Chris, Jason, Kristen, Madge &. Will, Megan, Trev &.

Leslie. I love you all and will miss you, at least we have the

videotape! Fo — 1 wish we had gotten our act together

sooner. Good luck to C-12, 222. Thanks to Mom, Dad, and

Melinda, I love you. Thanks to favorite Profs — the

Stonehumers, Schmickle, & Leeper.

"We hold these truths to he self-evident, that all men and

women are created equal."

—Elizabeth Caely Stanton

First Women's Rights Convention,

Declaration of Sentiments

APRIL STEPHANIE MOLLER
Grown men may learn from very little children, for the

hearts of little are pure, and, therefore, the Great Spirit may
show to them many things which older people miss.

—Black Elk

Reach out your hand

if your cup be empty

If your cup is full

may it be again

Let it be known
there is a fountain

that was not made

by the hands of men. —Robert Hunter

KEVIN-DOUGLAS GEVEDON OLIVE

If I have learned anything at Guilford, it is that I have power. It is

within me to love or hate, to ameliorate a situation or aid in the degrada-

tion of formerly positive energies. I have the power to do the Will of

Christ or to forge my own path.

I have "come out," hut my sexuality is but a part of me. If I am to be known
as anyone other than Kevin-Douglas, it is as a Christian. Thus is my desire.

"Any great change must expect opposition because it shakes the very

foundation of privilege." —Lucretia Mott

You mama (the R ruh queen)

Miss Guilford College 'W-'Ql
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/V\/\ RdU S TOAA P RO S Hello RIco's — let me have one chicken dehght, no cheese, and

1 four pieces of pita bread.

Dental floss

"Yo! what up with that yo!

"Socks!"

"YA FREAK!"

"paint the ceiling"

"I've been Heismaned!"

"you all right kid!"

Liz Berry is EXOTIC
"HAAAmer!"
"grow some sack!"

"Thats horrendous!"

"Tri-plat'n it!"

"put you in your place!

"I'm not shy!"

"Dude don't be rude dude!" "Charlie don't surf!"

Hall of Famers: Beam, Koosh, Beach, Tyrannnus, Chucky, Long

hair, Keesh, Mittons, Ani-christ, beez, Stu, K.P., Lee, Anna, Teddy,

Caplain, Li:, Hultberg, EUiotis, Dave, Adrian, Chandler.

JENNIFER DIAN WATTS

"Courage... is the primary virtue...without it, you can't practice

any other virtue consistently." —Maya Angelou

"The true worth of man is not to be fond in man himself, hut

in the colors and textures that come alive in others because ot

him." —Albert Schweitzer

Thank you to all of the people who have been a part ofmy life

through the good, the bad, and especially the growing pains. I

love you Mom and Dad, Vanessa and Shawn, and all my friends!



MEGAN COLLEEN MCALOON
'Racism is like that local creeping kudzu \ine that swallows whole forests and

abandoned houses; it you don't keep pulling up the roots it will grow back taster

than you can destroy it." —Alice Walker

To Mom, Dad, and Sean: 1 would never have survived without your love and

support. Thank you tor always answering the phone. 1 love you!

To Yuri: Always remeber blue-haired ladies. 1 love you!

To Amanda, Trev, Leslie, Bird, Forrest, Ben, C12, Chris W., Dristin, Bill,

Grey: I leave you my love, many memories, and of course sunshine and

daydreams!

DELORES ROBINSON
For: Susan, Wendy, Lish, and Kady... Thanks; Milner 207

and 101 (keg parties) with Lambert, Hemdon, Mur, Ragan,

Derby, and Grantham; The walk ot shame; Veni, Vedi, Veci,.. .No

Molson!; "We're the kind of friends who will get ya drunk and

*@#% ya." Pat, Chuck and Collin; Italy 1993, Forst Beer, To
the Burgeois...; Geology— Will, John, Doug— long hours in

the lab;

For Dad: "What thou lovest well remains/the rest is dross

What thou lov'st well shall not be reft from thee." —EP

For my friends and family— well, you know;

Jeff, we can talk about the tuture now— four years is a long

time.

CLAUDE MUDIMBE

"Farewell to you old Southern skies I'm on my way"

Thanks to all!

Mom &. Dad especially
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BLAKE FRAZIER

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Amanda and my Grandparents, who made

Guilford possible. Thanks also to John and Allen at UVA, John and

Samir at VA Tech and all my Guilford pals: Greg, Jay, Josh, Holman,

Justin, Scott, Matt, Huyen, Nancy and Elba. I will always remember

Miami and Key West with Chaz, Rob, John, James and Jackie. The Bates

Motel will live forever in my mind, along with Carl, John, Guppie, Chris

and Burleigh. They provided Guilford with something to do on the

weekends and some of the best times of my life. You have my gratitude.

i'rii M'

LINDA EVELYN BRYANT
1 would like to give special thanks first and foremost, to God.

Without Him, 1 wouldn't he even here. Also thank you to my
Mom and my brothers. Marc and J im. I love you very much. Also,

thanks to the following people for your friendship, love, prayers,

and support: Sean, Brian, Greg, Chris, Clara, Jeremy, Sadio, Kim,

Thomas, Evangel Fellowship C.O.G.I.C., Shirley, Doug, L.C.,

Andy, Pee Wee, Antoine, Derrick, Chris Wanda, Dela, Joyce

and Peter.

"O give thanks unto the Lord; for he is good: for his mercy

endureth forever" (Psalms 136:1).

Name: Benjamin lohn Kealv

Busted: More than once Waist: 36 and growing Hips:

Height: 6ir Weight: 205 lbs.

Ambitions: Explore the world, become a big movie star,

become a 3rd grade teacher, and two kids soon.

Turn ons : naked women and chocolate pudding.

Turn offs : naked men and chocolate pudding.

I admire: Norm Peterson and Traci Lords.

On our dream date: Candle light dinner, roses, dancing till

dawn, and chocolate pudding.

In my future: 1 will make the world safe tor me.

My life stor^': Fall down, go boom.

"Brevity is the soul of wit."

BENJAMIN KEALY
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ASHLEE GARDNER
"Ask the spider

what is the name of God, she will tell you: God is a spider.

Let the other moons pray to the moon. O Goddess of Mercy, you

who are not the moon, or anything we can see clearly,

we need to know each other's names and what we are asking . Do

not be anything. Be the light we see by."

—Margaret Atwood

"I'm my mother, I'm my father, I'm chipped beef on toast?"

—HoUing Vencour

"Behold this dreamer cometh." -Genesis

Mom and Dad— my best friends in the world. You have given

L so much. Thank you for your love, dedication, and guidance. It

IS meant so much to me. The only way I know how to repay you

to continue to succeed. The road was long and hard sometimes.

It you helped me through. Thanks for everything. I greatly

'prcciate it!

Icn — thanks for your ears, friendship, advice and honesty,

cise keep in touch. Thanks for a good 4 years!

Angel — girl, we made it. Physics and everything! No more

'tncwork problems, labs, paper, etc! You've been a good friend to

i these last 2 years. Don't loose touch.

Shaun — thanks for making the last college semester full of

iii.;hs. The last three years with you have been fun. Take care and

St of luck with the future. Keep in touch.

Love you too: Melissa, Steph, Lee, Andre', Stacey, Faye,

ci^i^ie, Bryan, Randy— Keep in Touch.

KIM AUSTIN

BILL HARDMAN

"Now (And after that what changes what changes after that, after

that what changes and what changes after that and after that and

what changes and after that and what changes after that) that is all."

—Gertrude Stein (edited by me)
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H WILLIAM CRAWFORD SIMMONS JR.

...Our hair

turns white with our ripening

as though to fly away in some

coming wind, hearing the seed

of what we know. It was bitter to learn

that we come to death as we come
to love, bitter to face

the just and solving welcome

that death prepares. But that is bitter

only to the ignorant, who pray

it will not happen. Having come the bitter way to better prayer, we have

the sweetness of ripening. How sweet

to know you by the signs of this world!

—from "Ripening," Wendell Berry

AMY BLOOM
"I had hoped at my departure, 1 would feel sure and

knowledgeable about everything that lay ahead... Instead, all 1

could see were question marks" —Sylvia Plath.

Lisa: "Estoy tan agotado, pero no puedo parar"— Mana. Solo

un ano mas amiga.

Pat: To the guy who taught me to do laundry and who's always

been there— use the force, look for the Dawn, and don't forget.

"It's a perfect day for doing the unstuck

for dancing like you can't hear the beat

and you don't give a further thought

to things like feet

let's get happy! -Robert Smith

KATHRYN GARDNER AYCOCK

w

"Who told thee thou wast naked?" God (1 3:2-16). I'm not

sure, but we got the picture soon after the wreck. Here I've

learned to laugh more easily and trust more completely. I've

calculated the age of stars and the hours of sleep needed to

function. I've spoken proper Cockney, poured an excellent

G&T, and learned to love the taste of the word "thesis."

Thanks Amy for the bravery I needed to move on, Elizabeth

tor asking, "do you really want to go through 4 years without. .. ?",

and Phlebus the Phoenician for inciting a glorious war. Mom
& Dad, You've been my strength throughout. Whether I look

beyond or behind I'm able to smile.
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AMYGARLOW

Thanks Mom and Dad tor all of your love and support.

To all of the tun, crazy, wonderful friends that 1 have made
— Thanks for all of the great times and memories that we have

made together. 1 will cherish these memories and hold you all

close to my heart always.

"Memory, in its totality, can only be beneficial." —Elie Wiesel

To my family; Support and love! Support and love! That's all 1

get trom you! More love and thanks than you'll ever know. I made
it.

"Here on the pulse of this new day/You may have the grace to

look up and out/And into you sister's eyes,/And into your

brother's face,/ Your country, and say simplyA'ery simply/ With

hope-/Good morning." —Maya Angelou

To my friends: You've been an education as well. Thanks for

m-iking it hard to leave. I Love You.

".As you will recall tolks, nobody ever had as much going for

them in the beginning as we did. Let's face it. . .we were fantastic

.

Today, unfortunately, we are merely weird." —Frank Zappa

NICOLE JUROVICS

MIKE KOPCSAK

Failure to prepare is to prepare for failure.

Conformity is a basic human desire to be a part of an entity larger than the

individual.

1 was enveloped in softness but surrounded by pricks of the pins of my
experience.

To those 1 love and admire: Thank you - Mom & Dad, Kristen, Mimi,

Toastchee, 1437, Sammy, Lisa, Adele, George.

The destiny of every pot is to be broken.
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DANIEL KARO
"Nothing now is left hut a majestic memory."

—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Let it he known to all, the past four years were great for me.

1 can't give any credit for this to the administration ( esp. Res

Life); however, I will give a lot to the group of characters

which 1 consider my friends. I couldn't ask for more laughs.

Wherever I may be now, or whatever I am doing, I can tell you

that 1 miss the relaxed summer-camp days 1 spent at Guilford.

P.S. Collin Di'AUo, 1 will get you back some day.

ANICE RENEE COX

Black people have freed themselves from the dead weight ot

the albatross of blackness that once hung around their neck.

They have done it by picking it up in their arms and holding it

out with pride for the world to see. They have done it by

embracing it— not in the dark of the moon but in the searing

light of the white sun. They have said Yes to it and found that

the skin that was once seen as symbolizing their shame is in

reality their badge of honor.

—Women Mmi Rebel [1970] — Shirley Chisholm

ELLEN THOMPSON

It matters not how strait the gate,

How charged with punishments the scroll,

1 am the Master of my fate:

I am the Captain of my soul. —W. E. Henley

Thus, man can make choices, determine his fate. He may

seek pleasure which comes through the satisfaction of

desires and through the elimination of all desire.

—Anonymous
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AN6ELIQUE V. DUROCHER
1 1 WLis the best ot times,/It was the worst of times..." —Dickens

Rut we made it Through!

To Great Friends, Good Times, and

a long 5 years— CHEERS!

I'o Mom, Dad, Chris, Shelley, Pam, Cam,
Terry, Steph, San, Karen and Ana—
THANKS! 1 couldn't have done it without y'all!

"Happiness is like jamA'ou can't spread even a

little without getting/ some on yourself."

"We were horn before the wind,/Also younger than the sun...

Let your soul and spirit fly,/lnto the mystic." —Van Morrison

E. SHIRIN LEWIS
To Mom &. Dad — I love you. Thanks tor your love,

encouragement, and example.

To Heather, Ginny, J., Amy, Tim, Kim, Kate, Mary,

Angle, and David— thanks for helping me believe in who
1 have found myself to be.

To coffee, lab, and running— thanks for sustaining me.

(Rather thanks to coffee and running for sustaining me
through lab...)

"I'd rather make the gravest of mistakes than to surrender

my own judgement." — Last of the Mohicans

"Sweet Freedom whispered in my ear/ You're a butterfly/

And butterflies are free to fly/ Fly Away" —Elton John

To Life and Rebirth

Breathe

ERIC KAPLAN
To believe your own thought, to believe that what

is true for you in your own private heart is true for all

—

that is genius. —Emerson

Da boyz. Binford burnout legends, the Fraz, the pad,

MALT, meadow, go for a walk? Roheee!, Serendip,

come on sun! , Late night, pre-game, DA BELL, Philly,

D.C., the mountains, Puerto Rico, roadtrip. Mexico

2X, mi amor siempre. E and T time. Change happens,

go with it. The Guilco road.

Smack, Bern, Robb, Russ, Jake, Keisher, Sick, Jamie,

Bishop, Downtown, Columbo— my brothers forever.

Mom and Dad, thank you for your sacrifices. 1 will

never let you down.
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ALEXANDRA LEIGH STRUBIN6

"I'd rather learn for one

bird how to sing than

teach ten thousand stars

how not to dance."

—E.E. Cummings

JILL WEST

Thank you to everyone who helped me to get

here. I couldn't have done it without you!!

GOODBYE GUILFORD



ALLISON ELIZABETH FITZGERALD

Dana 1/ Friendly Holden girls of 92-9?, Key West, Water

tights, Mardi Gras, Serendipities, "Me and you", Buffett/Tom

Petty Concerts, RM, ranch dressing fight, Atlantic Beach,

F.C.'s Beach house, late night Chats, Munich, Texas Trip,

shot on a bottle, TJ.'s Deli, "German's worst nightmare",

Valentine's Day - Muirs Chapel, Dolley's, The Tree, St.

Patrick's day at Ham's, dirty convos, Merose, cigs &. porches,

Dana 2 hoys, quote hoards, Anny's Wedding, SJ and Lala, Bent

Tree, opera singing, laughing until I cry...

"It's good to have an end to journey toward; hut it is the

journey that matters, in the end." —Ursula Le Guin

KATHRYN ALLEN JUDGE

"Though 1 do not believe that a plant will spring up where

no seed has been, I have great faith in a seed. Convince me

that you have a seed there, and I am prepared to expect

wonders."

—Henry David Thoreau

"The Dispersion of Seeds" W^^'^^-

JENNIFER ANNE MOSS
Thank you Mom and Dad. 1 love you!!

"... It isn't the burden of today that drive men mad. It is the

regrets over yesterday and the fear of tomorrow. Regret and fear

are two thieves who rob us of today. So, stop pacing the aisles

and counting the miles. Instead, climb more mountains, eat

more ice cream, go barefoot more often, swim more rivers, watch

more sunsets, laugh more, cry less. Life must be lived as we go

along..."

—"The Station"

Robert J. Hastings
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ME LIN DA M. MANGIN

Mom, Dad, Kate, Ry, Tim — 1 love you.

HARA GLASSER
What I Have Learned From My Father : Every once in a

while you have to cut through the B.S. and ask, "Am 1 having

the time of my life?"

What I Have Learned From Mv Mother : A roller-coaster

without the dramatic ups and downs isn't worth riding.

What I Have Learned From Matt : When you bury your

inner child, you let yourself die.

What 1 Have Learned From Mv New-Born G-dson : Each

day the world is new.

What I Have Learned : Being yourself is the easiest and

hardest thing you will ever do.

CHRISTIAN SCHUELER SCANNIELLO

A child said. What is grass? Fetching it to me with full hands;

How could 1 answer the child?... I do not know what it is any

more than he. —Walt Whitman

Thank you friends.

Wouldn't he here if it wasn't for you.

Mom, Dad, and Paul — I love you.

-Big Star
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KRISTEN VALERIE SERAPHIN

"We think Guilford would he a good place for you."

Mom and Dad, you were right. Thank you Carolyn, Cassie,

Jessica, Jill, Mom & Dad for all your love support and

encouragement.

I am very fortunate to have shared my Guilford experience

with so many wonderful people. I remember all the fun, crazy and

interesting times as well as the reflective and solemn moments

that we shared.

1 love you all so very much. You will always he in my heart and

thoughts.

Special thanks to Claire for helping me to discover my "voice."

COLLIN D'AIELLO

The Final Top Ten

TOP TEN REASONS why I'm leaving Guilford College:

10.) The girls don't get any better looking.

) My football eligibility is up.

) My G.P.A. can't get any lower.

) I almost bought a pair of Birkenstocks.

) Bates is condemned.

) I can't be here longer than Sarco and Chuckie.

) I got drafted by the 49ers.

) I thought about getting a real life.

) The Virgin Islands call.

) It sucks!

CYNDI BRIGGS

Life is good, life is flowers.

—Adam Sweet

To my friends, may you always find joy, and remember every day

how sweet life can be.

And I haven't lived a life like his,

but I've still got one more day.

—David Wilcox

Jeffrey, Claire, Richie, and Jerry, I'll never forget all you've

done for me.

If I was king of everything, I'd make the pain and sorrow go away;

I'd shine cartoons upon the moon, and let my dreams and visions

have their way...

—the Billys

And to Adam — angels and aerials, flying machines and dreams,

and my love.
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JENNIFER HEFFERAN

Namaste

1 honor the place in which the entire universe dwells. I honor the place in

which you love, of truth, of light, and of peace. When you are in that place

in you, and 1 am that place in me.

We are one.

SHANNA JACKSON

"We are so many selves. It's not just the long-ago child within us

who needs tenderness and inclusion, but the person we were last

year, wanted to be yesterday, tried to become in one job or in one

winter, in one love affair or in one house where even now, we can

close our eyes and smell the rooms. What brings together these ever

shifting selves of infinite reactions and retumings is this: there is

always one true inner voice. Trust it." —Gloria Steinem

Those who have touched my life — Know.

And will forever continue to touch me.

KEAYBA MCKENZIE

,J

"Time's passage through the memory is like molten glass that

can be opaque or crystallize at any given moment at will: a

thousand days are melted into one conversation, one glance, one

hurt, and one hurt can he shattered and sprinkled over a

thousand days. It is silent and elusive, refusing to be dammed
and dripped out day by day; it swirls through the mind while an

entire lifetime can ride like foam on the deceptive, transparent

waves and get sprayed onto consciousness at ragged, unexpected

intervals."

—from The Women of Brewster Place

by Gloria Naylor

"Ot all things upon the earth that bleed and grow, a herb most

bruised is woman."

—from Brown Girl, Brownstones

by Paule Marshall
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HILTON MAXSON HOWELL

It you are lucky enough to huve lived in Paris as a young

man, then wherever you go for the rest of your life it stays

with you, for Paris is a moveable feast.

—Ernest Hemingway

Thanks Mom and Dad for everything!

SHARON LADD
The Ashanti of Ghana and other people in West Africa have an icon, it is

the image of a bird that looks backward and the feet of the bird are pointing

forward. This symbolizes that a people must he rooted in their past if they are

to move forward. How can you possibly know how far you can go if you have

no sense of how far you have been?.. .If they don't know, they will assume the

myths they have learned in America are true.

—Niaro Sudarkasa

To be a Black woman... is not just to be a Black who happens to he a woman,

for one discovers one's sex sometime before one discovers one's racial

classification.

—Kay Lindsey

STEPHEN M. GILLIS III

Family, Friends thank you.

Once Chuang Chou dreamt he was a butterfly, a butterfly flitting and

fluttering around, happy with himselfand doing as he pleased. He didn't know
he was Chuang Chou. Suddenly he woke up and there he was, solid and

unmistakeable Chuang Chou. But he didn't know ifhe was Chuang Chou who
had dreamt he was a butterfly or a butterfly dreaming he was Chuang Chou.

—Chuang Tzu
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JOSHUA LEWIS

Praise Jesus and pass the grits, I'm outta here.

REBEKAH DAVIS
The individual and society are interdependant. One's

behavior as an individual is inseperable from one's behavior as

a participant in society. The darker side of this realization is

that each of us contributes in some measure to violence and

oppression. The brighter side is that once we recognize our

involvement in the conditions we deplore, we become

empowered to do something about them.

—Buddhist thinkers

"You're wrong" means "1 don't understand you" - I'm not

seeing what you're seeing. But there is nothing wrong with you,

you are simply not me and that's not wrong. —Hugh Prather

I've met some wonderful people — Go, and Be.

38

AMY ELIZABETH REID

Mom & Daddy— thank you tor your love and guidance! We did it! Brian

— the trail's been blazed for you, kid! Catherine— even with the "1-77 N's"

we survived! All night talks &. crazed late-night study sessions. I'll miss you,

roomie (I'm just a phone call away.) Joe— thanks for always being there.

We're on a rocky road, but I'm sure there's a paved part, ahead. Ann, Erika,

Mark, Shirin, Amys, Kelly, Brenda, Luv, Debby, Munich, the Shore ladies

& C22, thanks for helping me thru! Later y'all! (TschuB!)

Don't be anxious tor tomorrow; for tomorrow will care for itself.

—Matthew 6:34
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ADRIANNE RANKIN

What is more mortifying than to feel you've missed the plum

for want of courage to shake the tree?

—Logan Pearsall Smith

MOLLY PFAFF

"It was luxuries like our air conditioning that hrought down
the Roman Empire. With air conditioning their windows were

shut, they couldn't hear the barbarians coming."

—Garrison Keillor

"1 live,

1 live,

1 live."

—H.D.

WCH — "Happy Happy Happy"

Love and thanks to my friends.

Love and thanks to my family.

ROBYN SEVERS

"Live all you can; it's a mistake not to. It doesn't so much
matter what you do in particular, so long as you have your life.

If you haven't had that what have you had?"

—Henry James

"I count myself in nothing else so happy

As in a soul remembering my good friends."

—William Shakespeare
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OLIVER JEAN SEBASTIAN MAGNE

]e porte un toast a Babylonia et ses compagnons.

BLAIRALISON FIN6ERHUT

Sue Keith and Justin Cohen—
With your help and support 1 was not lost here. From my heart- many, many

thanks.

Mom, Dad and Caroline —
I am grateful for your wisdom and love. You are the best. 1 love you.

"One loses many laughs by not laughmg at oneself.
"

—Sara Jennette Duncan

"There is really nothing more to say- except why. But since why is difficult to

handle, one must take refuge in how'. —Toni Morrison

WENDY MCREYNOLDS
"What we withhold from life is lost to life." —Duane Elgin

My family— thanks for making Guilford possible and tor being

behind me 100% no matter what 1 want to do.

Susan, Dee, Lish, Wayne— 1 could never have made it without

you! Thanks for being the greatest friends ever!

Mrs. Clark— you're the greatest!

Everyone in Binford, especially my girls— thanks for everything!

1 hope Guilford is as good to you as it has been to me.

Tony— I wouldn't be alive if it weren't for you. You showed me
that 1 deserve the best. Thanks for always being there and believing

in me.

I love you all.
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MEGAN JENNIFER BENDER
Have you been to the Land of Happy,

Where everyone's happy all day,

Where they joke and they sing

Oi the happiest things,

And everyone's jolly and gay?

There's no one unhappy in Happy,

There's laughter and smiles galore.

1 have been to the land ot Happy —
What a bore!

—Shel Silverstein

Cheers to my friends and family who have shared my

adventures at Guilford.

JOHN R. CHAMBERS

Though miles soon separate us.

Wonderful memories of you

will always be with me.

You've helped me so many times

in so many ways,

1 couldn't have done it without you.

Thank you.

4" College

TIMOTHY DAVID HOLMES

Never easy

Never clean

To be a beast among human sheep.

—Glenn Danzig

Weed -^
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JOHN STEVENS

One great night

I'm going to pack my belongings

And sneak out of this town

Won't tell anyone

The sun will come up and I'll be laughing

Thousands of miles away

Never to return

Not for any price

What a great plan —Rollins

EMILY PAIGE RICKARDS

It has been a wonderful two years. They could not have

happened anywhere else. Many thanks to the Psych, and

Ed. Departments for their support and encouragement.

MARY DEIRDRE MC6INLEY KIELTY

"Certainly 1 might write more, and possibly better. But

distracted by these conflicting emotions, of which you are the

cause, 1 can at present write neither more nor better. And so to

you also— at once hail and farewell."

—Marsilio Ficino
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SANDRA PANDOLFINI
Never look down to test the gtound

before taking your next step.

Only he who keeps his eye

fixed on the tar horizon

will find his right road.

J, it's been a lot more than casusal. I will never forget you. Thank you.

Steph and Anjie, if we could do it all over again, 1 would not change a thing.

Okay, maybe one or two. Thanks.

To all of my friends, the memories will never fade. 1 love ya'U.

Mamma e Papa, essere piu fortunata di cosi non e possihile. Ce I'ho fatta. Grazie.

TREVA MILLIARD
So drink it up, this ones tor you. It's been a lovely cruise.

—Jimmy Buffett

Binford Burnouts, D-12 darts, Guadalajara, Gag (Chaka

Khan Hoopla), slamming drawers, sleepovers on the beanbag,

sunsets with the Brownie Lady, 20K sloths, the right tools, Pow

Wow's, Disney fetish, Calvin and Hobbes, April Fools.

To my close friends — You've proven to be the most

incredible people I've met so far. Thanks for all the support and

most importantly the laughs! Y'ALL will always have a special

place in my heart.

Mom and Dad — 1 wouldn't have made it this far without

you — 1 love you.

"In wildness is the preservation of the world."

—Thoreau

Rugby, new friends, study breaks, "the Girls," "Gotta have

my hopps," E.T. talks, soulmates, coffee talk, mountains,

beaches, "just ride the wave," "kill them with kindness," better

to be safe rather than sorry.

He who hinds to himself a joy,

Doth the winged lite destroy.

But he who kisses the joy as it flies.

Lives in eternity's sunrise. —Blake

Friends and family: You will always be in my thoughts.

The best of luck conquering your dreams. 1 hope all of

them come true.

TERI FREEMAN
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THERESA BLAKELY

Guilford. ..What can I say? It's been an experience.

Thanks Mom and Dad for everything, 1 couldn't have done

it without you.

Pat— through all the good and bad you're still here. Thanks

for making my time at Guilford unforgetable. 1 love you.

.

Anita— freshman year wouldn't have been the same

without you. You changed my life...

Kathy— Bubbles and bowling. ..Sailing off Moorehead...

To everyone else— J.J., Kelly, Ted, Sandra, Todd, and the

Physics lab— ya'U made Guilford memorable.

KAREN RIDGEWAY

Where are we? You tell me you have the map.

Donavin's, Oh my God I'm blind.

Morning Coffee. Honey Look. That light was red. Bad things never

happen at a good time. No blood no foul. 1 need more pockets. Lookout

for the horse

!

Galactically stupid. Fire place. Why didn't you tell me 1 couldn't fly? Son
ofasailor. Hey Dee, thanks for everything. Goodbye Jessica Ann, I'msorry

you never got a chance.

STEPHANIE LYN LESLIE

1 would like to thank my (summer) friends for

those 'wild and crazy days' that have made these the

best years of my life.
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REAGAN ELIZABETH HOPKINS

There are too many people

praying tor the mountains

of difficulty to be removed,

When what they really need is

courage to climb them. —Anonymous

To all ot my best friends — 1 love you.

Thank you Mom, Dad, Ricky, & Reed — 1 love you

CAROLINA CASTILLO
1990-91: Caracas-Greensboro. Interlink? Noentiendonada!

Bryan Hall, Caf, Thanksgiving! Orlando FL, TOEFL:
Guilford! 1992: Freshmen's orientation, Keywest, WQFS, 2-4:00,

Binford Formal, "the Critic,"IRC, International Dinner. Major?...

Political Sciences, Babysitter, summer: B.U. 1993: Ridgewood

Apartments, a car, serendipity, Bye-Jessi, USA-Hungary: Nem
Beszelek Magyarul! 1994: 21! Cancu'n: Sin Verguenza! Final

exams. Greensboro-Caracas.

Hay hombres que luchan un dia/y son buenos

Hay otros que luchan un ano/y son mejores

Hay quiences luchan muchos anos/y son buenos

pero hay los que luchan toda la vida

esos son los imprescindibles

—Bertdt. Brecht

KEVIN EMANUEL
Go placidly amid the noise and haste, remember what peace there my

be in silence. As far as possible, without surrender, be on good terms with

all persons. Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and listen to others

even the dull and ignorant; they too have their story. If you compare

yourself with others, you may become vain and bitter; for always there

will be greater and lesser person than yourself. The world is full of

trickery; and everywhere life is full of heroism. BE YOURSELF.

I love you mom.

1 love you my Queen and my future wife Holly F. Scott.
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MATTHEW HYLAN RUDZINSKI

"Someone got stranded in no man's land.

Dancing in the spotlight to the sound of

Clapping hands.

Nobody knows who's side he was on.

It's a risk that you take in no man's land.

Nobody knows what made him decide

To run for freedom and to certain suicide.

When they turn off the guns and his fingers uncurl

He's clutching a photograph of a Berlin party girl." —Steve Hogarth

In the Garden where the seeds were spilled

I favored the few that stood strong in the sun

As I reached for the profit of my prize

I found I had trampled the forgotten ones.

BRENDA LEE DAVIS
To all of my volleyball and basketball buddies: Thanks for all the

great times, 1 already miss you guys! Your hard work will pay off.

"NEVER SAY DIE!!!"

To Der (the best roommate in the world): "You're killin' me."

BW lives on. Thanks for all of those needed talks. Take care ofyou.

To Mom, Dad, and Kara: I LOVE YOU more than words can

express. Thank you for being there for me through the good times and

the had. The three of you will always be the wind beneath my winds.

Live each day like it's your last.

CATHERINE HERRING
TO: Mom, Dad, J

— without you, I never could've made it. I

love you.

Amy, Dawn, Bren, Luv, Mark, Lady Quakers— you have given

nie many great memories. I owe a lot to you. Love Y'all.

G, Big Dad— You hold a special place in my heart. Stay cool!

Thanks.

DOYOU REMEMBER ? Late night study sessions, slow dancin',

"Tender Love", 6 a.m. practice, jingles, pre-season(s). Pistachio,

I - 77N , BW, photo session, letter burning, EGA, Sardine, Alabama,

22" snow, Buffalo's, Alabama— Atlanta, That's it!

Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of

his might. —Ephesians 6:10

God Bless
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KAELA SAGE VRONSKY

"The pendulum of the mind oscillates between sense and

nonsense, not between right and wrong."

—C.G. Jung

CHRIS WARD

First of all, I'd like to thank Mom and Dad for all of their help over the

years; 1 couldn't have done it without your help. Also, I'd like to say a hearty

spaciba to all my tovarickhi at Guilford for the great memories and sincere

friendship. Finally, thanks to Nicole for all of your support and theraputic

humor. My stay at Guilford College is an experience I won't soon forget.

"In looking back over the yeats I emphasize the most striking events of

Stalin's rule which damaged the fabric of our Soviet society. The very

history of our Soviet State and the victory of our Communist Party are

sufficient testimony to our virtues and our achievements. If we look down

the road of the past fifty years, we can see where we started and how tar we

have come. We have astonished even our enemies."

—NikitaS. Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers

It's been real. Das zvendania

W' ,Mi BETH ANGLIN
^^'^^^-^

"We are free in an ocean it holds us.'
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JOAN MALLOCH
"She's got to be a loyal, frank person if she's got to bitch to everyone in the

world to do it." —F. Scott Fitzgerald

He was almost there, when-

CRASH! SMASH! BASH!
He slid down and mashed into engine hash.

On the rocks below. ...which goes to show

if the track is tough and the hill is rough,

THINKING you can just ain't enough! —Shel Silverstein

"The glass splashed out in the moon, like a bright cold water baptizing the

sleeping earth. Panting, I thought for a second about going back."

—Ken Keasey

Thank you to everyone who supported and challenged me over the past four

years. To those of you that are staying illegitimi noncarborundum.

MELISSA HESTER HOOPES
UNLESS someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing

is going to get better, it's not. — The Lorax by Dr. Seuss

I believe that each person has a responsibility to make a

positive difference on the Earth. I want to thank all of those

people at Guilford who encouraged me and supported me as 1

tried to make a difference here. 1 will never forget this place or

the people who made me care.

At first the children giggled as we stood in the forest and

hugged the trees. But after their gentle laughter subdued, they

closed their eyes in respect for those large and beautiful plants

that grant us the air we breathe.

JERRY MARSHALL

Thank you Mom &. Dad, & Family. 1 will take from

Guilford a great education but it cannot equal my friends.

Steve, Marty, Randall, Drek, Chan, Rob, Tommy, Rick,

Scott— it has been fun. May we always keep in touch and

never grow old. Stories 1 take away: Dump truck, Dana, 21

St birthday, baseball championships, old 5503, mirage, old

Milner — the way it should be. May the nasty boys stay

nasty. Reach for the clouds but keep your teet on the

ground.

P.S. If you can't be with the one you love, love the one

you are with.
*
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GRAHAM EDWARDS

FoLir years ot debauchery and destruction in one hundred words? Hif^hly

unUkely. However, credit is due. I give my warmest and deepest thanks to all

ot you who I have been lucky enough to call my friends. Thank you tor

enriching my life in so many ways; the memories keep coming. This is not the

end, but the beginning of something more dodgy. Guilford — always

remember that only fools and horses work and look out for the fat slags. No

worries there. Thanks tor the education — Gis a job!

Man does not strive after happiness; only the Englishman does that

—Nietzsche , Twighlight ot the Idols

I'll sink a pint for you all. -Che V

DEANNA BANKS

IDS 101: Leaving the Cave; Mary Hobbs; Cathy, Jennifer, Lori and that

first semester; Security- polyester uniforms, WV women in combat boots,

overlaps, the truck, "No, really tell Roger I'll be there in 15 minutes;" I met

and fell in love with Aaron; a summer in Shore/ English; off- campus at last,

though not officially; Piece Goods Shop; Jeff in our living room floor; the

psyche suite; the Mac Lab; and most of all the exchange of marriage vows

with Aaron, my partner in it all in Boren Lounge. These are all reasons for

why I'll remember Guilford always.

TAMRA SHAYCHEEK

The secret of happiness is not in

doing what one likes, hut in

liking what one has to do.

—Barrie
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IAN DOWNEY

Iambic's cutain call....

A thankful bid to worthy folk and toe, tor unknowingly helping me
shape my ambiguous pursuits.

"With unbrightened, wreathless brow, I stroll: And would you learn

the spells that drowse my soul? Work without Hope draws nectar in a

sieve, And hope without an object cannot live." —STC

Peace and pass the MSG.

MATTMCBANE

Well, It's been real...

Despite the most valiant efforts from various

assorted influences, 1 have managed to survive 4

years at Guilford without totally losing my mind.

Dobber rules. 3rd North is the legacy that

never dies.

Vale, amaci.

NATE BROEHL
S. FRITZ
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ROBERT B. BULLOCK
"So taith, hope, love abide, these three; but the greatest of these is love."

— 1 Corinthians 13:13

"The makers ot our Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to

the pursuit ot happiness. ...They conferred, as against the Government, the right

to be let alone— the most comprehensive ot rights and the right most valued by

cnilized men."

—Justice Brandeis dissenting inOlmsteadv. UnitedStates (1928)

"Knowing their thoughts, Qesus] said to them, 'Every kingdom divided against

Itself is laid waste, and no city or house divided against itself will stand."

—Matthew 12:25

"To be a philosopher is not merely to have subtle thoughts, nor even to found

;i school, but so to love wisdom as to live according to its dictates, a life of

Miiiplicity, mdependence, magnanimity, and trust. It is to solve some of the

jiroblems ot lite, not only theoretically, but practically."

—Henry David Thoreau, Walden

CARY EDDY

"Now is the time on Sprockets when we dance!

(and 1 want to keep on dancing!)

RONALD F. POCKETT

Mom, Anne-Marie, Christine, thank you for your support and inspiration.

Daddy, 1 wish you were still here with us. I miss you so much. This one's for you.

To all my dear friends, thank you for the memories and for being there. 1 will

miss you all. Remember:

"You were my family away from my family.

You were my home away from home."

"In Life you struggle to learn how to say goodbye. Help me say goodbye."

—Ronald Pockett, Sr.

"Hello, my friend. Goodbye, my friend."
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JON ERON BLOCK
The vines wrap around my heart in a serpentine coil trying to suffocate the

essence of me out of my breathe.

In this dark and coiled nightmare the huds on the vine are incapable ofgrowing.

Searching for light all they find is the thick red lava and the charcoal ashes ot

my soul.

This plant does not feed on the soil that is the hussum or the water that is the

milk.

The serpent that lives in these vines needs more flesh to feed on, more

copulations to feed on, more ferocious desires to feed on, more quenching

thirstiness to satisfy its lifeline.

The heart is mine, the dark chamber are mine, the lifeless bowlings are mine,

the enduring pain ot razor-like needles poking my nipples are mine, hut most of

all the hunger to live, the hunger to create; and the hunger to be are mine.



JENNIFER PROPST
1 honor the place within you where the entire universe resides.

1 honor the place in you of love, of light, of truth, and of peace.

1 honor the place within you where if you are in that place in you and 1 am ii

that place in me, there can be only one of us.

Namaste' greeting

interpreted hy Ram Dass

Many thanks and much love to God, the only one, to Dad

Mom, Darrell, Daniel, Grandma, Amber, Barb, Lesley, Kim, Grace,

Amy, Betsy, Pam, and Steph, to name only a few. Steve, you are my heart.

Namaste' everyone.

AMANDA HOLLINGER

"You see, you start out with jest so much calikeri you don't go to the store and

pick it out and buy it, but the neighbors will give you a piece here and a piece there,

...and you jest take what happens to come. ..But when it comes to the cuttin' out,

why, you're free to choose you own pattern. You can give the same kind o' pieces

to two persons, and one'U make a 'nine-patch' and one'U make a 'wild-goose

chase,' and there'll be two quilts made out o' the same kind o' pieces, and jest as

different as they can be. And that is jest the way with livin.'"

—Aunt Jane of Kentucky (excerpt)

Eliza Calvert Hall

STEPHEN P. WHITE
There is no more contemptible type of human character

than that of the nerveless sentimentalist and dreamer, who

spends his life in a weltering sea of sensibility and emotion, but

who never does a manly concrete deed... There is no more

miserable human being than one in whom nothing is habitual

but indecision. —William James
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GREGORY EWING KEISH
It has been a great four years with the Bintord Burnouts, Frazier

F**%-Ups, the Dana- 2 Boys. There are too many times to reflect

on, hut they all include James, Robh, Bern, Kash, Russ and Smack.

Let's not forget Bishop, Fraulo, Heath and Daryl, Trev, Leslie,

Megan Luv, and Amanda, I will miss our talks and good times. To

my international friends Fabrizio, Miguel, and Luisa— take care.

Thanks Mom, Dad, Chris, and Martha for all the support and

help. I could not have done it without you.

Love you all.

P.S. Brett, 1 grumpered on your chair sophomore year during

Serendipity.

MAX APPLEBY

GCRFC Hound-dogs, ODAC Champs, AU-ODAC MLB, State

Championships '91, '92, Mardi Gras '93, '94, Bridge Ices Before Road,

Roam Dogs, Mas, Olk, Sway, Baker and the Boyz, Shea, Chuck, Pat

Dewar, and the Veteran. Luscious Laura and the Queen Latifah. Girls

Cheers

DAVE LEE

"To live only for some future goal is shallow. It's the sides of the mountain

which sustain life, not the top." —Robert M. Pirsig

"Her thoughts were not my thoughts, nor her feelings my feelings, hut we were

close enough so that her thoughts and feelings seemed a wry, black image of my

own. Sometimes I wondered if 1 had made (her) up." —SylviaPlath

"Living in the past, 1 think it 1 remember that I'll forget this. 1 know you well."

—Throwing Muses

"...But the most wonderful thing about Tiggers is I'm the only one!"

—Tigger

Thanks to all the chumps, and to my family.
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MIKE ROACH
Mom, Dad, Alison— thanks for everything you've done for me since day

one. 1 love you all very much!

Pete— remember our roomie years and the walks from Bryan & Milner

to English. You are like a brother to me. I'll always love you.

Paul — remember the card games until 1 got a girlfriend.

Kris— thanks for all your help with everything. Good luck in the future

with Fat.

Basketball Team— thanks for all the laughs and memories.

B-U (and Jamie) — thanks for the good times.

Susan— what can 1 say but thanks and 1 love you!



CHRI$ HOSFORD
If thou wast not granted to sing thou woulds't surely die.

—Walt Whitman
Maybe we'll just stand a while and surely we can call.

Dreams are said to blossum courage constant to the soul.

Change we must as surely time does. Changes call the course

Held inside we enter daybreaks asking for the source,

Sent as we sing our music's total retain.

—Yes
All the best freaks are here. Please stop staring at me.

—Marillion

The time is gone. The song is over. Thought I'd somethmg more to say.

—Pink Floyd

The song is over. ..except for one note, pure and easy, playing so free like a breath

rippling by.

—The Who

GENEVIEVE COMPTON
"how do we fit what happened to us into life without turning it into an

acecdote with no teeth and a punchline you'll mouth over for years to come,

'tell us the story about the imposter who came into our lives' 'that reminds

me of this boy-'. And we became these human jukeboxes spilling out these

anecdotes. But it was an experience. How do we keep the the experience."

—Ouisa, Six Degrees of Separation by John Guare

Thanks Guilford for letting me have this experience — especially Jack,

Ellen and Bert for providing the love, patience and attention to make it

special.

JAMES R. WHITEHEAD
I'm destined tor greatness or madness.

—Claude Hooper Burkowski

We can never tell what is in store for us.

—Harry S. Truman
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PHILIP WAYNE LEMONS
J
— my journey has ended at Ugly Girl U. Four years of ugly

girls, bad food and tallcin' trash about everything. You are my
brother.

Iron — don't let them treat you like that. Stay yella forever.

Drell and Cheese— to fights your freshman year. Green and I

rule.

Mad Dawgs— Kip— you're weak and where is your brother

Tiny Tim Hicks?

Demps you're killing me
Chief— get a mean on

Pegs— to Tuesday practice and "Billy"

Keep the Mack Suite moving

Feel *$%@# is outta here.

BRYAN CHRISTOPHER YACONO

Out of the depths I cry to you,/0 Lord;

O Lord hear my voice./Let your ears be attentive

to my cry for mercy ./If you, O Lord, kept a record of sins,

O Lord, who could stand?/ But with you there is foregiveness;

therefore you are feared./I wait for the Lord, my soul waits,

and in his word I put my hope. ../My soul waits for the Lord more

than watchmen wait for the morning.

—Psalm 130:1-6

But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were stil

sinners, Christ died for us. —Romans 5:8

MATT' BUSCH

"Outside ot your front door,/There's a million people with a million problems

Are you ready ?/Before you go outside.

You have to be right inside,/You've got to have conviction....

You've got to exercise your prejudice and tear,/Coz you are judged on what

you are

And not what you appear.. ./Coz the revolution must begin at home."

—Wiz Brown

Christian and I both wanted to use this quote. I said he could have it, hut I've

got to use it too because it really says it all tor me...

"Thank you friends — wouldn't be here it it wasn't tor you."

—Alex Chilton
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CARL CHRISTIE

"She doesn't know what he's thinkin', she only knows how he

behaves." —James Taylor

"Masculinity would mean nothing it it were not for femininity"

—George Kelly

"The secret of life is enjoying the passage of time. ..The secret of

love is in opening up your heart. It's okay to feel afraid, hut don't let

that stand in your way" —JT

"We rejoice in our sufferings, because we know that suffering

brings perseverance, character; and character, hope. And hope does

not disappoint us." —Romans 5 : 3-5a

"If wishes were changes there 'd be no goodbyes."

—Nanci Griffith

LESLIE NARAYANAN
When a just cause reaches its flood tide....whatever stands in the way must fall

before its overwhelming power.

—Carrie Chapman Catt

You gain strength, courage and confidence by every experience in which you

really stop to look fear in the face....You must do the thing you think you cannot

do. —Eleanor Roosevelt

Bintord Bumouti, D- 1 1 (Eleven Lives! )227inginC13,The Secret in Guadalajara,

The Chris & Leslie Show in the Friendly Hills...

To All of my Friends— you have been my sunshine and strength. Thanks for

the crazy and fun days!

STEPHANIE KLINCENBERG

Never think you've seen the last of anything.

—Eudora Welty
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STEPHANIE O'NEAL
The secret of lite is enjoying the passage ot time/ Any fool can

do it/ There ain't nothing to it/Nobody knows how we got to/The

top of the hill/ But since we're on our way down/We might as well

enjoy the ride. —James Taylor

Collin, Cari, Rocco, Kitty, Ana, Deirdre, Alt— I'll miss you.

Batman, I'll always love you.

Sandra and Angie, "To good friends, good men, etc.!"

Finally, Mom and Dad, without y'all I, never would have made

it. Thank you for everything over the last 2 2 years. I love you very

much!

I DID IT!!!!!!

ff

DAVID MICHAEL ADDISON
You can lead a boy to college but you cannot make him think.

—Elbert Hubbard

Mom and Dad thanks for all the support. I love you. 1 hope I make you proud.

Dot, you have influenced me and helped me grow and mature more than any

other person in my life. 1 love you!

Thanks to all my friends for the many fond memories—Dana 2, C-32, C-33, C-

34, the 90210 and MP gang, Munich gang, Hester, Ash, Houlton, Graham.

Memories '90-'94: Intramural Basketball, Hall Crawls, "Heath, How'd you get

here?", George Winston—NOT!, Carowinds, Disneyworld, "Chris, beep the

horn for me!", Jagermeister (nectar of the gods), AGGA, Swan's Crossing,

Munich— Fall '93, East Coast Trek— Spring '94, "More tissue, more water...",

The Tooms, The Pterodactyl, Nerf basketball. Surf fishing in Delaware.

First one to talk is a monkey. C-32

CHRISTOPHER ATKINS
To my Mother, Father, Jack, Ellen, Bert, Michael, Christian,

Megyn, Karin, Stu, Stacey, Josh B., Josh P., Leigh, Steve, Tim,

Brad, Kevin, Melissa, Ron, Eron, Jose, Genevieve, Reba, Kristen,

Jenn G., Jenn M., Laura, Becky, and Robin:

You accepted me for who 1 am. 1 love each of you.

m



MICHAEL D. DONNAY
Finally made it! I'm going to miss Guiltord, hut it's a relief to say

goodbye! Terri ("Footer"), thanks for the best years of my life.

Remember, "I'm worker and you're disturber!" I love you... but 1 do

though! Harrup, the times have been incredible! Let's not slow down
now! Norman, thanks for always being there. You're as much a father

as an uncle to me! Mom, Dad, Gaby— You have made these past five

years possible and I'll never be able to thank you enough. I love you

all! Dad, I wish you could be here tor my grad, but I know you can see

me from where you are. I miss you...

TODD WESLEY WiTTMER
"So many faces in and out of my life. Some will last some will just be now and

len.

Lite is a series ot hello's and goodbye's. I'm afraid it's time for a goodbye again."

— B. Joel

"Nothing gold can stay." — R. Frost

"Ten miles behind me and 10,000 more to go." •J.T.

Thank you everyone for everything, it's been a great ride! Let's all pray for 5/7/

:ooo.

TERRI SALMONS

Thanks and love to AEG, DHH, and CBM, Claire Morse, Jerry Godard, Claire Helgeson,

Maria Jo. ..and to my bestest buddy, Michael, tor becoming such a wonderful part of me!

"She's got the hulk ot it," folk dancing in Dana, Myrtle Beach sunrise, Cara, Mark& Sarah,

London, "My feet are bloody stubs," "I'm all shaky," Chickaboo, NY at New Years...

"'Yes. They will know who 1 am. Yes. We know who we are. And this place is ours tor the

Gathering ot our gitts.'"
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STEPHEN FOULKS

First, I want to start by thanking my parents for all their

love and support. It really meant a lot: Baseball-ODAC

champs 1992 and 1993. Fellas , we came a long way: The Boyz

— the memciries are endless and will never be forgotten. Guys

I will miss each and everyone of you. You guys are the best.

Guilford College, you were definitely unique: Intramurals—
thanks for the new wardrobe of t-shirts. Finally, a special

thanks to Kristi for always being there through the good times

and the bad. I will owe you for a lifetime. Babe, I love you

forever: "Destiny a matter of choice; not chance!"

f24

MELISSA SHAW
"Promise you'll never forget me because it 1 thought

you would, 1 wouldn't leave."

—Winnie the Pooh

TRICIA ALLMAN

Chip, thank you for all your love and support. I love you with all my
heart and I look forward to my life with you.

V-ball and tennis— you all gave me memories and friendships that 1

will always cherish. Keep up the hard work. 1 love you all and will miss

you dearly.

Allison, Kristen, and Lish: your friendships were the greatest gifts

anyone could give me.

Mom and Dad— I love you.
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HEATHER WALKER

BRIAN SUGIOKA

So nigh is grandeur to our dust

so near is God to man
when Duty whispers low "thou must"

the you repUes "1 can"

—Ralph Emerson

Thanks for everything Guilford, the spirit is

moving me— out of here!

"Strangers are people

Whose paths have never crossed

And no common time

Has ever been shared

But once this happens

They can never truly

Be strangers again" —Javan

From Suite C-34 to London and back to Guilford

memories have been made never to be forgotten.

(Stones Ashes Snakebites Prizzi's Brent's Joe's Walker

Ave Friendly/Holden Beach etc.) Thanks to all who

have truly crossed my path these 4 years— to list you

all would be stating the obvious! So with love to my

family, friends and Joe — SEE YA!

ASHLEYCOBB
To the guys in C22, it was a blast, thanks for the memories. ..Brave Brave Brave idiot hikers rule,

"1 wish I were stupider," quad hockey, penny ante poker, suite dances. Carl— thanks for being my

roommate, you're the best, man! To the volleyball superfans, keep the tradition going , the team

deserves the best. To the body of Christ at Guilford College, keep the faith, share the Word to the

campus with your lives and with your witness. Give the ones who are weary and thirsty the Water

of Life. Philippians 4:13

DEBORAH JOYYOUTZY
"Look now, because when you look again nothing will be the same." How true this seems now— almost. One thing is

always the same: Jesus is Lord, and He loves you. Look now to Him.

"Thank you" to all whose extravagant grace and love have made this adventure possible. I love "y'all."

"1 leave you now. ..with tears— tears of joy that I've had this time with you. ..thank you for having joined me in this way.

Now, when you are ready, say goodbye to what we've had and hello to what can happpen. Farewell."

—V. Satir

Romans 1:16-25
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KRISTEN M. CHAMBERLAIN
To all the guys in Apartment 7 14. 1 thank you for putting up with me

all year even when 1 acted like your mothers. Of course the apartment

would have been condemned if I had not cleaned it. To the Sport Studies

department, I thank you for letting me work and study at the same time.

To my Skeeter, the best thing to take with me from college. I thank you

for macaroons, ice cream, pillow talk, the Bazel Zoo, walks along the

Rhine, trips to Boston, weekly crys, loving hugs, patience, Notre Dame
and our future.

SCOTT J. STIER

Mom and Dave,

Thank you for all of your support throughout my athletic and academic career at Guilford.

Guilford Baseball: The Nast Boys...

1992 and 1993 Old Dominion Athletic Conference Champs

1993 NCAA Regional Tournament

Coach Fulton— Putting up with all my trouble has made you a better man. Thanks tor everything!

Stephen— You're the brother that I never had. Cherish all of the great times we've had. Take care ofyourself,

II miss you.

Marty — FLA. Boys!! Announce yourself with authority ! See ya at the beach.

Susan— Thank you for always being there! "The only thing I fear about dying, is losing you!"

I Love You!

#15

C. GLENNON TREADWELL

To my Mom and Dad, 1 love you with everything 1 have and could have never in a million years made

it this far without you.

To all my wonderful friends 1 have made here at Guilford— how lucky 1 am to know you all. From

each of you I have learned how to be a better person— thank you. And to Jesse who has been a vital

part of my college years — to our storybook history and for all the love thats been acquired and

multiplied over the years— I will love you always.

Goodbye Guilford — thanks for adding quite an experience to my lite. Good luck!!
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ERIC FOREMAN
i

SETH JURNAK

JEN HENSHAW ANDRE RICKETS

JOY JANSEN
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ROBB UNSETH
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BRIDGET VAN DERWALLE CYNTHIA BRODIE
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Addison, David 6, 59
Adelman, Marianne 6

Albright, Jeffrey 6, 52
Aldricfi, Angela 6, 13

Allen, Tim 68
Allman, Tricia 6, 61

Allred, Martha 6
Alper, Zachary 6

Anglin, Beth 47
Anthony, Hobart 1

5

Appleby, Max 54
Atkins, Christopher 59
Austin, Kim 27
Aycock, Kathryn 28

B

Bachman, Page 24
Banks, Deanna 49
Barrow, John 69
Begalla, J. Peter 19

Behram, Reba 4

Behrman, Rebecca 20
Bender, Megan 41

Bing, Stephanie 70
Bird, Steve 1 2

Blakely, Theresa 44
Block, Eron 2

Block, Jon 52
Bloom, Amy 28
Briggs, Cyndi 35

Brodie, Cynthia 65
Broehl, Nate 50
Bryant, Linda 2, 26
Bullock, Bob 9, 51

Busch, Matt 57
Butler, Cathleen 15

Butler, Cathy 7

Calloway, Sarah 20
Carter, Max 2

Castillo, Carolina 45
Chamberlain, Kristen 63
Chambers, John 41

Cheek, Tamra 49
Chou, Philip 18

Christie, Carl 58
Christman, Brindon 70
Cobb, Ashley 62
Cohen, Justin 21

Compton, Genevieve 56
Copeland, Tina 68

Cox, Anice 30
Curl, Doug 22

D'Aiello, Collin 35

Davis, Brenda 46
Davis, Rebekah 38
De Blois, Laura 21

Donnay, Michael 60
Downey, Ian 50
Duroucher, Angelique 31

Eddy, Cory 51

Edwards, Graham 49
Emanuel, Kevin 45

Ferrell, Paul 16

Fingerhut, Blair 40
Fitzgerald, Allison 33
Foreman, Eric 64
Foulks, Stephen 60
Frazier, Blake 26
Freeman, Terei 5

Freeman, Teri 43

Gardner, Ashlee 27
Garlow, Amy 29
Gillis, Stephen 37
Glosser, Hara 34
Golden, Alicia 1 4

Gowell, Kristi 67
Green, James 22
Griffin, Kimberly 1 1

Griffith, Allyn 32

Grimes, Will 19

Grossman, Penni 14

H

Hardman, Bill 27

Hoymond, Scott 71

Hefferan, Jennifer 36
Henshaw, Jen 64
Herring, Catherine 46
Hester, Megan 19

Hill, Jen 68
Hilliard, Treva 8, 43

Hollinger, Amanda 53
Holmes, Timothy 41

Hoopes, Melissa 7, 48

Hopkins, Reagan 45
Hosford, Chris 56
Howell, Hilton 37

Jackson, Shanno 36
Janowitz, Jeffrey 8

Jansen, Joy 64
Jeske, Jeff 2

Johnson, Kimberly 1

6

Jones, Raymond 1 7

Judge, Kathryn 33

Jurnak, Seth 64
Jurovics, Nicole 29

Kaplan, Eric 3

1

Karo, Daniel 30
Kealy, Benjamin 26
Keegan, Frank 2

Keish, Gregory 54
Keith, Elizabeth 66
Klingenberg, Stephanie 58
Kopcsak, Mike 29
Kramer, Lee 2
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Ladd, Sharon 4, 37
Lara, Rafael 68
Lee, A. Scott 4, 67
Lee, Dave 4, 54
Lemay, Erika 4, 55
Lemons, Philip 4, 57
Leslie, Stephanie 44
Lewis, E. Shirin 30
Lewis, Joshua 38
Little, Susan 1 2

Lively, Bill 69

M
Magne, Oliver 40
Molloch, Joan 7, 48
Mongin, Melinda 34
Mann, Matt 70
Marshall, Jerry 48
Mayer, Ann 1 8

McAloon, Megan 25

McBane, Matt 50
McGinley, Mary 42
McKenzie, Keayba 8, 36
McReynolds, Wendy 40
Meroth, Peter 55
Moller, April 23

Moss, Jennifer 7, 33
Mudimbe, Claude 25
Murphy, Deidre 1 7

N
Narayanan, Leslie 58
Nickels, RJ. 10

Olive, Kevin 22

O'Neal, Stephanie 59

Pandolfini, Sandra 43
Parrish, Charlotte 69
Pfaff, Molly 39
Phelps, Haydee 70
Pierce, Brian 1 3

Pockett, Ronald 51

Poland, Jessica 1 8

Porterfield, Russell 66
Propst, Jennifer 53
Putzel, David 15

Rankin, Adrianne 39
Ray, Melanie 20
Raid, Amy 38
Rickords, Emily 42
Rickets, Andre 64
Ridgeway, Karen 44
Roach, Mike 55
Roark, Alan 17

Robinson, Delores 25
Rogers, Bill 9

Rudzinski, Matthew 46

Sage, Kaelo Vronsky 47

Salmons, Terri 60
Scanniello, Christian 34
Seraphin, Kristen 35

Severs, Robyn 39
Show, Melissa 6!

Shea, Meredith 69
Simmons, William 28
Slaughter, Laura 68
Smith, Bernard 65
Spavento, Louisa 1 1

Stern, Marty 1 1

Stevens, John 42
Stier, Scott 63
Stroud, Margaret 1 6

Strubing, Alexandra 32
Sugioka, Brian 62
Suris, Jose 66

Teate, Leslie 20
Thomas, Kelly 5

Thompson, Brett 52
Thompson, Ellen 30
Tobkes, Michael 67
Tompros, Marcus 24
Treadwell, C. Glennon 63

Trio Con Carne 9

Tyree, Marc 66

u

Unseth, Robb 65

V
Vanderwalle, Bridget 65

w
Walker, Heather 62
Walker, Lara 1 3

Ward, Chris 47
Warren, Chris 67
Waterman, Devah 2
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Watts, Jenn 2

Warts, Jennifer 24

Wanner, Amanda 23

West, Jill 32

White, Elizabeth 14

White, Jonathan 22

White, Stephen 53

Whitehead, James 56
Williamson, Anna 12

Winslow, Kristina 65

Witt, Ann 10

Wittmer, Todd 60

Yacono, Bryan 57
Youtzy, Deborah 62
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